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ABSTRACT 
Some add i t i on as well as s u b s t i t u t i o n complexes of d i -
and t r i o r g a n o t l n ( I V ) h a l i d e and a c e t a t e namely dimethyl t i n 
d i c h i o r i d e , d i b u t y l t l n . d i ch lo r ide , - d i b u t y l t l n d i a c e t a t e , 
t r l m e t h y l t i n c h l o r i d e , t r i b u t y l t i n c h l o r i d e and t r i p h e n y l t i n 
c h l o r i d e with n i t r o g e n and sulphur con ta in ing l i g a n d s v i z . , 
p y r r o l i d i n e , a c r i d i n e , 1 ,10-phenanthrol ine^ 2, 2 - b i p y r l d y l , 
p i p e r a z i n e o<-naphthy 1 amine d i th ioca rbamate , ^ -naph thy lamine 
d i th ioca rbamate , 5-aminoindazolyl d i t h ioca rbama te , p i p e r a z i n e 
d i th ioca rbamate and ammonium te t r ame thy lene d i th ioca rbamate , 
cyclohexanone s p i r o t h i a z o l i d i n o n e and 3-aminorhodanine have 
been s tudied under t h i s p r o j e c t . 
The conpos i t ion of the complexes have been e s t a b l i s h e d 
on the b a s i s of elemental a n a l y s i s . The i n f r a r e d s p e c t r a l 
s t u d i e s (4000 - 200 cm"-^) have been made to propose probable 
s t r u c t u r e for the complexes. Most of t h e complexes a r e so lub l e 
- 3 
i n n i t romethane or n i t r o b e n z e n e . Malar conductance of 10 M 
s o l u t i o n of these complexes i n d i c a t e them to be nonionic i n 
n a t u r e . To determine the t o x i c i t y of t he l i g a n d s c o n t a i n i n g 
su lphur as donor atom and t h e i r complexes",, experiments have 
been done on housefly (Musca domest ica nobulo) , cockroach 
(Periplaneta americana) and fish (Heteropnenstes f o s s l l i s ) , 
Adducts of the type "RpSnXg-L and R2SnX2-L2 (where R = 
ni'^thyl, bu ty l ; X = chloride; aceta te and L = pyrrol idine, 
a c r id ine , 1, lO-phenanthroline, 2,2-bipyridyl and piperazine) 
have been characterized and s i t e of coordination has been 
explored. All the adducts have been found to have a 1:1 metal 
to ligand r a t io except pyrrol id ine adducts which are formed 
in 1:2 r a t i o . Adducts of acr id ine appear to be tr igonal b i -
pyramidal while those of piperazine have presumably an oc ta -
hedral polymeric s t ruc ture at tained through ligand bridging. 
A c is octahedral geometry for the phenanthroline and 2 ,2-b i -
pyridyl adducts and a trans octahedral configuration for 
pyrro l id ine adducts have been proposed. 
Kinetic measurements of millimolar solutions of dlbutyl 
dichloro b i s (pyrrol idine) t in(IV) and d ibu ty ld ich lo ro - ( l , 10-
phenanthroline) t in(IV) in nitrobenzene show an increase in 
molar conductance with time indica t ing the solvat ion of the 
molecules, in the comoounds. The conductance i s further 
enhanced in the presence of nucleophiles namely CgHgCOCl, SOClg 
and CHoCOCl suggesting the subs t i tu t ion of pyrrol idine or 1,10-
phenanthroline by chloride ions. The r a t e constant for solva-
t ion. Kg and for subs t i tu t ion K-, and Kg have been obtained from 
the slope of the plot for three d i f fe ren t molar r a t i o s Indicat ing 
(iv) 
the 1st order k ine t i c s . The values of ra te constants show 
that solvation i s a slower process than subs t i tu t ion and 
follows SN^ mechanism. 
Subst i tu t ion compounds of tetramethylene d i th iocarba-
mate, 5-aminoindazolyl dithiocarbamate, o^-naphthylamine d i t h i o -
carbamate and /3-naphthylamine dithiocarbamate of d i and t r i -
organotin(IV) hal ide of the type R3SnS2CNR^ or R2Sn(S2CNR^)2 
have been synthesized to examine whether they act as a u n i -
dentate or b iden ta te li^and and to propose a possible s t ruc tu re 
for the complexes. All the complexes, except dimethyl- and 
dibutylt in(5-aminoindazolyl) dithiocarbamate, which are insoluble 
in nitromethane or nitrobenzene show the i r covalent nature . The 
dithiocarbamates of diorganotin(IV) are assumed to have oc ta-
hedral geometry and those of t r iorganotin(IV) are five coordi-
nated. Experiments have been done on housefly (Musca domestica 
nobulo) and fish (Heteropneustes f o s s i l i s ) i n order to de t e r -
mine the biocidal ac t iv i ty of individual dithiocarbamates and 
the i r comnlexes. The L^CQ and LC^Q for housefly and fish are 
calculated and the toxic i ty has been found to decrease in the 
order TMdtc ) P ^ t c >o<-Naph.dtc > 5-Amino d t c . 
Study of some subs t i tu t ion complexes of organotln(IV) 
hal ide -.A^ ith cyclohexanone spirothiazol idinone and 3 amino-
rhodanlne of the type R3SnL and RgSnLg (R - m'^thyl, bu ty l , 
( V ) 
phenyl and L = cyclohexanone spirotl i iazolidinone or 3-araino-
rhodanine) has been carried out . Both the molecules have 
three act ive coordination s i t e s namely, nitros^en, sulphur and 
carbonyl oxygen atom, A tetrahedral geometry has been proposed 
for both the d i - and tr iorganotin(IV) complexes of cyclohexanone 
spirothiazolidinone while those of 3-aminorhodanine are t r igonal 
bipyramidal or octahedral . 
The toxic effect of the ligand and those of the complexes 
has been determined in an experiment on fish (Heteropneustes 
f o s s l l i s ) and cockroach (Periplaneta americana). The complexes 
showed an enhancement in the i mortal i ty of the animals as 
compared to that of the l igands alone. The LC50 and Lli)5Q in. 
case of the complexes was obviously low. The tr iorganotin(IV) 
complexes of both the lii^ands are more toxic than those of 
diorganotin(IV). 
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ABSTRACT 
Some addition as well as subs t i tu t ion complexes of d i -
and tr iorganotin(IV) hal lde and acetatejnamely dimethyl t i n 
d ich lor ide , d ibutyl t in , d ichlor ide , d ibu ty l t i n d i ace t a t e , 
t r imethyl t in chloride, t r i b u t y l t i n chloride and t r i phenyl t i n 
chloride with nitrogen and sulphur containing l igands v i z , , 
pyr ro l id ine , acr idine, 1, lO-phenanthroline^ 2 ,2-bipyr idyl , 
piperazine o<-naphthy 1 amine dithiocarbamate,/3-naphthylamine 
dithiocarbamate, 5-aminoindazolyl dithiocarbamate, piperazine 
dithiocarbamate and ammonium tetramethylene dithiocarbamate, 
cyclohexanone spirothiazol idinone and 3-aminorhodanine have 
been studied under th i s project . 
'^ The composition of the complexes have been establ ished 
on the basis of elemental analys is . The infrared spect ra l 
s tudies (4000 - 200 cm" ) have been made to propose probable 
s t ruc ture for the complexes. Most of the complexes are soluble 
in nitromethane or nitrobenzene. Molar conductance of 10 M 
solut ion of these complexes -indicate them to be nonionic in 
nature. . To determine the tox ic i ty of the l igands containing 
sulphur as donor atom and the i r complexes, experiments have 
been done on housefly (Musca domestica nobulo), cockroach 
ai":0 
(Perlplaneta americana) and fish (Heteropneustes f o s s i l i s ) . 
Adducts of the type RpSnXg-L and R2SnX2-L2 (where R = 
nr^thyl, butyl', X = chlor ide; ace ta te and L = pyrrol id ine , 
ac r id ine , 1, lO-phenanthroline, 2,2-bipyridyl and plperazine) 
have been characterized and s i t e of coordination has been 
explored. All the adducts have been found to have a 1:1 metal 
to ligand ra t io except pyrrol id ine adducts which are formed 
in 1:2 r a t i o . Adducts of acr id ine appear to be tr igonal b i -
pyramidal while those of piperazine have presumably an oc ta -
hedral polymeric s t ruc ture at tained through ligand bridging, 
A c is octahedral geometry for the phenanthroline and 2, 2-b i -
pyridyl adducts and a t rans octahedral configuration for 
pyrrol id ine adducts have been proposed. 
''^Kinetic measurements of millimolar solutions of dibutyl 
dichloro b i s (pyrrol idine) t in(IV) and d ibu ty ld ich lo ro - ( l , 10-
phenanthroline) t in(IV) in nitrobenzene show an increase in 
molar conductance wLth time indicat ing the solvat ion of the 
molecules, in the compounds.. The conductance i s further 
enhanced in the presence of nucleophiles namely CgagCOCl, SOClg 
and CHgCOCl suggesting the subs t i tu t ion of pyrrol id ine or 1,10-
phenanthroline by chlor ide ions. The ra te constant for solva-
t ion . Kg and for subs t i tu t ion K-, and Kp have been obtained from 
the slope of the plot for three di f ferent molar r a t i o s indica t ing 
(iv) 
t h e 1s t order k i n e t i c s . The va lues of r a t e cons tan t s show 
t h a t so lva t ion i s a slower process than s u b s t i t u t i o n and 
fol lows SN mechanism. 
^ S u b s t i t u t i o n compounds of t e t r amethy lene d i t h i o c a r b a -
mate, 5-aminoindazolyl d i t h ioca rbama te , o<:-naphthylaraine d i t h i o -
carbamate and p-naphthylamine d i th ioca rbamate of d i and t r i -
organot in( IV) h a l i d e of the type R3SnS2CNR^ or R2Sn(S2GNR^)2 
have been synthesized to examine whether they a c t as a u n i -
d e n t a t e or b i d e n t a t e l i ^and and to propose a p o s s i b l e s t r u c t u r e 
for the complexes. / A l l the complexes, except d ime thy l - and 
d i b u t y l t i n ( 5 - a m i n o i n d a z o l y l ) d i t h i o c a r b a m a t e , which a r e i n s o l u b l e 
i n ni t romethane or n i t robenzene show t h e i r cova len t n a t u r e . The 
d i th ioca rbamates of d io rgano t in ( IV) a r e assumed to have o c t a -
hedra l geometry and those of t r i o r g a n o t i n ( I V ) a r e f i v e c o o r d i -
na ted . Experiments have been done on housef ly (Musca domest ica 
nobvilo) and f i sh (Heteropneustes f o s s t l i s ) i n o rder to d e t e r -
mine the b i o c i d a l a c t i v i t y of i n d i v i d u a l d i t h i o c a r b a m a t e s and 
t h e i r comnlexes. The l>^gQ and LC^Q for housef ly and f i sh a r e 
c a l c u l a t e d and the t o x i c i t y has been found to dec r ea se i n t h e 
o rder TMdtc ) Pzd tc ^o<-Naph.dtc > 5-Amino d t c . 
Study of some s u b s t i t u t i o n complexes of o rgano t ln ( IV) 
h a l i d e with cyclohexanone- s p i r o t h i a z o l i d i n o n e and 3 amino-
rhodanlne of the type R3SnL and R2SnL2 (R = methyl , b u t y l , 
( V ) 
phenyl and L = cyclofiexanone splrott i iazolidinone or 3-amino-
rhodanine) has been carried ou t .y Both the molecules have 
three ac t ive coordination s i t e s namely, ni trogen, sulphur and 
carbonyl oxygen a torn . ^ A te t rahedral geometry has been proposed 
for both the d i - and tr iorganotin(IV) complexes of cyclohexanone 
« 
spipothiazolidinone while those of 3-aminorhodanine are t r igonal 
bipyramidal or octahedral . 
/The toxic effect of the ligand and those of the complexes 
has been determined in an experiment on fish (Heteropneustes 
f o s s i l i s ) and cockroach (Periplaneta araericana). The complexes 
showed an enhancement in the '^  mortal i ty of the animals as 
compared to tha t of the l igands alone. The LC50 and LB50 ^^ 
case of the complexes was obviously low. The tr iorganotin(IV) 
complexes of both the ligands are more toxic than those of 
diorganotin(IV). 
(vi) 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
Synthesis of novel compounds of metal ions with 
v a r i o u s donor molecules has been a f a v o u r i t e p e r s u i t of 
inorgan ic chemist s i nce l ong . I'Jhile these s t u d i e s on t r a n -
s i t i o n metal compounds a r e q u i t e ex tens ive ' such i n v e s t i -
o 
gatlons on organotin compounds are scarce • 
Many s ignif icant advances have been made in the 
f ie ld of coordination chemistry in general and organotin 
4 5 
chemistry in par t icu lar in the l a s t few decades ' . The 
keen i n t e r e s t in the f ie ld of organotin chemistry has been 
evidenced because of one or more than one of the following 
reasons: • 
( i ) I t s skeleton i s usual ly s t ab le towards nucleophil ic 
reagents and a i r whereas the group attached to t i n through 
more electronegative atom reac ts read i ly . The organotin 
compounds present a convenient system for studying the reac-
t ion of other "ligands where the metal can exis t in two 
d i f ferent oxidation s t a t e s and a t l e a s t four d i f fe ren t 
coordination numbers. 
( i i ) Because of nuclear propert ies of t i n the organotin 
compounds are pa r t i cu la r ly suited to physicochemical methods 
of investigations-. 
2 
( i i i ) They are used as ca ta lys t s for preparing pol3rure-
thanes, as s t a b i l i z e r for polyvinyl chlor ide and as b ioc ides . 
The importance of organotin compounds i s also due 
to their commersial and indus t r i a l app l ica t ions . A study 
of the i r tox ic i ty i s of par t i cu la r i n t e r e s t as organotin 
pes t ic ides have some advantage over other pes t ic ides owing 
to the following reasons: 
a) They can be used as antifeedants and se lec t ive 
pes t ic ides without affect ing the benef ic ia l and non ta rge t 
insec ts and 
b) They readi ly breakdown to non toxic (residue) 
inorganic t i n compounds and do not harm the environment 
and the s o i l . 
Organotin compounds are c lass i f ied as mono, d i , t r i , 
and te t raorganot ins depending on the number of t i n carbon 
bonds in the molecule. Each class of compound'^  has specif ic 
p roper t ies , Mono-and diorganotins have c a t a l y t i c proper t ies 
and can s t a b i l i s e p l a s t i c s such as poiyvinylchloride against 
the degradative effects of heat and l i g h t while t r iorganot ins 
are generally powerful b iocides . The biocidal property of 
the compounds typified by RgSnX where R = methyl, ethyl or 
butyl group, X = chlor ide i s independent of the group X 
3 
but mainly depends upon the length of the carbon chain of 
the R group in R3SnX. Trimethyltin i s the most toxic for 
i n s e c t s , t r i e t h y l t in for mammals and t r i b u t y l t i n has maximum 
toxic i ty for fungi. 
Joyce and co--workers° performed d i r ec t react ion of 
2, 2-di l i thiobiben2yl with (CH3)2MCl2 or (CgH5)2MCl2 (M = Si , 
Ge, Sn, Pb) and obtained 10, 11 dihydro-5H diben2» metal le-
pins (1) . 
^ ^ + R2 MCl2 
Li Li"" 
(I ) 
The s t ruc tu re and stereochemistry of Sn(IV> der iva-
t ives with poten t ia l ly chelat ing l igands i s also a subject 
of recent interest^"-^^. A se r ies of diorganotin(IV)dichlo-
r ide and d i i so th iocyanate complexes of 3-(2-pyr idyl) -5 , 
6 -d ipheny l - l , 2 ,4 - t r i az ine (11) have been reported"^^. This 
ligand bears a close s t ruc tu ra l re la t ionsh ip to 1,10-phenan-
throl ine and 2, 2-bipyridyl . I t s behaviour as a chelat ing 
agent i s reported to be closely pa ra l l e l to that of phenan-
throl ine and 2 ,2-bipyr ldyl . 
4 
111) 
Some more chelate of organotin d ihal ides and di isothiocyanate 
with planar t r i den ta t e chelat ing agents-^"^ 3 - 2 - ( l , 10-phenan-
throlyl )-5,6 diphenyl 1,2,4 t r i az ineCl I I ) and 3 - 2 - ( l , 10 -
phenanthrolyl )-5,6 dlraethyl-1,2,4 t r iazlne(IV) have been 
studied, both of which bear c lose s t ruc tu ra l re la t ionsh ip to 
t e r -pyr idy l 
CH3 
n i l ) UV ) 
5 
Some donor acceptor type complexes of t r lphenyl t in- j 
t r ime thy l t in chloride and dlmethyltin dichlor ide vdth su l -
phoxlde"^^; BX3'''^ (X = Cl, Br) and some heterocyclic bases 
namely dlmethylaminomethyl ferrocene^ , piperidine^^, 
22 
4 phenylpyridine>isoquinoline have also been reported to 
yield 1:1 adducts. 
23 
Several 1:2 adducts with monoAentate l igands may 
give a c is or trans octahedral geometry which can be con-
0 
Sn ^ 
N —C 
( C H 2 ) n ' "^^^^3 
H3C 
o 
C i z N 
I 
I 
0 — H 
Cl^ j / R 
Sn 
R - ^ ^ C l ( V ) 
firmed by the M-X s t re tching frequency. 1:1 adducts with 
6 
bidentate l igands are logica l ly expected to have a c i s 
octahedral geometry. 
Organotin(IV) halides form complexes with jb -ke to-
amine^"^ and Schiff bases . Tanaka et...al?^ prepared a se r ies 
of adducts of diorganotin d ichlor ide with N,N-ethylene and 
N, N»-propylene b i s (Sallcyltdeneimlnes) and on the bas is 
of spectroscopic evidences suggest a weak coordination of 
nitrogen atoms of the neutral ligand to the t i n atom(V). 
Recently Pel izzi has reported the preparation of 
1:1 adducts of SnCl^ and PhgSnClg with some acyl hydra zones. 
A heptacoordination for Sn(IV) and t r i d e n t a t e behaviour for 
acyl hydrazones from IR spectral studies has been shown. 
Certain organotin compounds are used in agr icu l tu re 
as fungicides and acar ic ide due to the i r r e l a t i v e l y low 
mammalian and plant toxic i ty and favourable environmental 
breakdown condit ions. Already t r iphenyl t in hydroxide and 
ace ta te have emerged as major chemicals for control of 
potato b l igh t fungus. Tricyclohexylt in hydroxide i s wel l -
known for i t s a c a r i c l d a l ^ a c t i v i t y . The c lass of compounds 
have general formula(VI). 
Rm R 
^ ' 
^ / ? ^ \ > v _ c CH2 *— Sn 
( v r ) 
X 
J n 
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where R and R" are a lower alkyl group, R' i s hydrogen or a 
lower alkyl group, m i s an integer from 0 to 2, n i s an 
integer from 1 to 2 and X i s an e lectronegat ive group whose 
valency i s equal to the value of n. 
The mit icidal propert ies of organotins are apparently 
re la ted to the alkyl subst i tuent on carbon atom" Adjacent 
to the phenyl ring and also to the two carbon bridge between 
the t i n atom and phenyl r ing . The preferred compound con-
ta ins the neophyl group(VII). 
CH 3 
CH3 (VII) 
and has the s t ruc tu re (VI I I ) . 
CH 3 
^v3^ ?—'''''^  
I VIII) 
Tr ibu ty l t in oxide has a major use as a wood preser -
vative"^ and i t has been found to be an effect ive fungicide 
but i t i s normally u^ed in combination with a powerful 
i n sec t i c i d e l i k e gamma benzene hexachloride in order to 
provide complete protection of the wood. Tr ibu ty l t in oxide 
with quarternary ammonium compound gives an aqueous product 
In which the water Insoluble organotin i s emulsified. The 
product so obtained has been used for eradicating and 
inh ib i t i ng the growth of algae, mosses and bac t e r i a l slum on 
stonework and masonary. 
Triphenyltin acetate (Fentin ace ta te , IX) and t r i -
phenylt in hydroxide (Fentin hydroxide, X) are tenfold more 
effect ive than copper fungicides. They have been used for 
the control of leaf spot on sugarbeet and celery, b l a s t on 
r i c e , berry disease on coffee and for a lgal control on paddy. 
SnOCOCHa 
- * 3 
SnOH 
( I X ) ( X ) 
-13 
Tricyclohexyltin hydroxide(XI) called p l i c t r an has 
been used for control of phytophagous mites which cause ex-
tensive damage to orchards .and ornamental plants 
SnOH 
3 ( XI ) 
Recently, two mo^e mit icides cal led Fenbutatin 
oxide(XII) and Azocyclotin(XIII) have been introduced. All 
these pes t ic ides are compatible \-d.th other pes t ic ides and do 
not harm predacious mitps, insec t s and honey-bees. They also 
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include antifeedant effects on insec ts l i k e c a t e r p i l l a r s etc. 
(('/•^^ 
( X I I ) -J 2 
Sn — N 
/ 
\ 
N: 
N—* 
(X l in 
The study of addit ion compounds of di-and t r iorgano-
t in( lV) halide and ace ta te with nitrogen containing l igands 
such as acridine, piperazine, pyrrol id ine , 2 ,2-bipyridyl and 
phenanthroline has been undertaken in th i s project with a 
view to studying the effect of coordination with increasing 
number of nitrogen atoms in various l igands , Conductometric 
t i t r a t i o n s were carried out to find i f there occurred the 
formation of more than one species in the solut ion, which 
u l t imate ly yielded the s t ab le solid adducts. 
Substantial work on nucleophil ic subs t i t u t ion reac-
t ion in octahedral complexes of t r an s i t i on metal i o n s ^ ~ 
and those of group (IV) metal halides'^^''^'^ have been done 
while such studies on organotin compounds are scarce . However, 
the kinet ics of subs t i tu t ion in [(SnCl4(Py)2], [Bu3SnCl(I»y)] 
and [Et3SnCl(Py)] have been studied-conductometrically'^^"'^ 
showing- an increase in molar conductance with time which 
a t t a i n s a final value equal to that of an uni-unival ent 
e l e c t r o l y t e . 
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Presently the kinet ics of solvat ion and subs t i tu t ion 
react ion of the complexes R2SnCl2L2 (L = pyrrol idine, 1, 
10-phenanthroline and R = butyl group') in nitrobenzene have 
been investigated to see the possible nucleophil ic subs t i tu -
t ion mechanism and the order of the reac t ion . The r a t e 
constants for solvation Ks^? Ks2 and that of subs t i tu t ion Ki 
and Kg of pyrrol idine, and 1, 10-phenanthroline by chloride 
ion, or ig inat ing from di f ferent nucleophil ic reagents such 
as CgHgCOCl, SOCI2 and CH3COCI have also been calcula ted. 
A possible mechanism has been suggested. 
An appreciable amount of work has also been done on 
38-41 l igands ° containing both nitrogen and sulphur as donor 
atoms. Dithiocarbamates are a c l a s s of one such ligand which 
i s a wellknown chelat ing agent'*^*'*^. I t s importance l i e s in 
having insec t i c ida l proper t ies ' '^ . 
Experiments have proved that most of these d i t h i o -
carbamates are of p rac t ica l value in the control of fungal 
diseases in plants . Several i nves t i ga to r s ' ^ "^ have 
concluded -that the antifungal a c t i v i t y of s a l t s , e s t e r s and 
oxidation products of di-N subst i tuted dithiocarbamate d e r i -
vat ives i s higher i f the subst i tuent on the ni trogen atom 
are methyl groups (XIV) and gradually decreases with increa-
sing bulk of alkyl groups. The antifungal a c t i v i t y also 
depends on the so lub i l i t y of various-metal s a l t s and i t i s 
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generally greater for sodium s a l t s owing to i t s greater solu-
b i l i t y in water. 
> N — C — S H 
/ / II 
R S 
(XIV) 
The dithiocarbamate group i s capable of acting both as 
a monodentate or b identate • l igand . In some dia lkyl t in( IV) 
dithiocarbamate where the geometry of the t i n atom i s i n t e r -
mediate between te t rahedral and octahedral arrangement, the 
presence of an isobidentate dithiocarbamate group has been 
suggested^-^. An octahedral t rans configuration has been 
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proposed for bismpthylt in dithiocarbamate MegSnCSS CN Me2)2» 
For dithiocarbamate chelates in general , a p a r t i a l double 
bond character for '^^' C •"'"" N group has been confirmed on 
S 
the bas i s of IR spectral s tud ies . A s p l i t t i n g of C ^^^ S 
band at 1000 cm" occurs only when dithiocarbamate moiety i s 
unsymmetrically bound while for symmetrically bound d i t h i o -
carbamate only one band has been observed in t h i s region^*^" . 
A comparison of resonance contr ibut ion to the ground 
s t a t e e lec t ronic s t ruc tures of dithiocarbamate (XV) with 
that of monothiocarbamate (XVI) suggests that a wider var ie ty 
of chemistry might be expected to r e s u l t from these systems. 
Dithiocarbamales have also been shown to have the resonance 
12 
stinact-ure ; 
\ M C f © •< >• ^N C / V / \ -
R S R S 
( XV ) 
0 
«\ // \ / ° "\. / 
N C M »- N C -< ^ N -==.0 
R^  \S R/ ^S R / \ S 
( X V I ) 
I t i s also apparent that the sulphur atom in dialkyl 
monothiocarbamate has considerable mercaptide character and 
57 59 often y ie lds polymeric complexes . The coordination 
chemistry of dithiocarbamate and d i t h i o l a t e ligands can 
d r a s t i c a l l y be al tered by varying R groups which favour one 
of the various possible resonance s t ruc tures ^ ' . . 
By an appropriate choice of an aromatic amine, a d i -
thiocarbamate exhibit ing rather unusual propert ies due to 
major contr ibut ion of resonance s t ruc tures (XVII) have been 
repor ted°^ . The overal l chemical and. physical proper t ies of 
these dithiocarbamate are a l tered when coraplexed to metal ions, 
13 
N C 
S 
( X V I I ) 
A ser ies of complexes of the dithiocarbamates obtained 
fromo<-.napht!iylamine, |b-naphthylamine, 5-aminolndazole, 
t e t ram ethylene and piperazine were characterized to examine 
the i r symmetrical or unsymmetrical behaviour. Since these 
compounds have been found to be toxic in nature the i r tox ic i ty 
was studied in an experiment on fish (Heteropneustes f o s s i l i s ) 
and house f l i e s (Musca domestica nobulo). Their LC^Q was c a l -
cu la ted . 
Thiazolidinone and spirothiazol idinones are the d e r i -
va t ives of th iazol id ine which belong to an important group of 
heterocyclic compounds. Extensive work has been reported in 
recent past on thiazolidinone with a carbonyl group at 
posi t ion 2,4 or 5. They have also been used as s t a b i l i z e r ^ 
for polymeric mater ia l s . 
62 Diverse biological a c t i v i t i e s such as b a c t e r i c i d a l , 
p e s t i c i d a l , fungicidal, i n s e c t i c i d a l , tuberculos ta t ic and 
antiinflammatory- a c t i v i t i e s have been found to be associated 
with thiazolidinone de r iva t ives . The stereochemistry of 
thiazolidinone complexes has always been a subject of i n t e r e s t 
s ince there i s a pos s ib i l i t y of coordination through carbonyl 
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oxygen, nitrogen or sulphur atom. Thiazolidinone In presence 
of various reagents undergoes d i f ferent types of react ions to 
yield other heterocyclic compounds l i k e th iazole , benzimida-
zole, thiopyranothiazolone, benzodiazepine, t r i a zo l e s , benzo-
thiophene e t c . 
Rhodaninos and the i r der iva t ives yield complexes with 
C u d ) , Au(III) , Pd(II) and HgClD^^*^^'^"^. From IR spectral 
s tudies Ag(I) i s found to coordinate through the thiocarbonyl 
and nitrogen of the ligand((XVIII) while a bridged type s t ruc -
tu re has been reported for Cu(I) complex. 
s ^ s A9 
\ 
- s = c 
\ 
^^/CH. 
(XVIII) 
From a survey of the chemical l i t e r a t u r e i t appears 
that the complex forming a b i l i t y of cyclohexanone sp i ro th i a -
zolidinone and 3-aminorhodanine has not been carr ied out 
with organotin (IV) ha l ide . I t seems, therefore , of i n t e r e s t 
to carry out such invest igat ions with orcanotinClV) hal ide 
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to ascer ta in the mode of coordination as there is some 
uncer ta in ty""" '^ on the s i t e of coordination in such and 
similar other molecules. I t s tox ic i ty has not been inves-
tii^ated although i t i s expected to be appreciably toxic in 
nature. A comparative study of the tox ic i ty of cyclohexanone 
and 3-arninorhodanine alont; with the i r comolexes has been done 
on cockroach (Periplanpta americana) and fish (Heteropneustes 
f o s s l l i s ) . Their LCI^Q and LC^Q values were calculated by 
graphical method^'^^. I t has been noted that the toxic i ty i s 
enhanced af te r complexation. 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
The physico-chemical methods used for s t r u c t u r a l 
e l u c i d a t i o n of newly syn thes i sed complexes desc r ibed in the 
p r e s e n t work a r e i n f r a r e d spectroscopy and molar conductance 
measurements/ To i n v e s t i g a t e the t o x i c i t y of some complexes 
i n terms of LC^Q the g raph ica l method has been u sed . 
I t seems t h e r e f o r e , a p p r o p r i a t e to g ive a b r i e f d e s -
c r i p t i o n of t he se t e chn iques . 
I n f r a r e d Spectroscopy; 
The i n f r a r ed spec t roscopy provides extremely va luab le 
in format ion for the e l u c i d a t i o n of the molecular s t r u c t u r e s 
The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c a b s o r p t i o n of r a d i a t i o n by many molecules 
i n the i n f r a r ed reg ion has been c l a s s i f i e d i n t o t h r e e c a t e -
g o r i e s , v i z . , near i . r . 0 .8 to 2 .5 ;u (1?, 500 - 4000 cm"''"); 
i . r . 2 .5 to 15 )i (4000 - 667 cm"-*"); and far i . r . 15 to 200 / 
(667 - 50 cm"-^). 
The absorp t ion of energy takes p lace because of t h e 
v i b r a t i o n a l and r o t a t i o n a l motion of the molecu les . The pure 
r o t a t i o n a l spectrum of molecules occur a t a very long wave-• 
l e n g t h in th-e microwave reg ion well beyond the wave-length 
l i m i t of about 25 ju. At wave-length below 25 ;ji t h e r a d i -
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a t ion has suff icient energy to cause changes in the vibra-
t ional and of course also the ro ta t iona l l eve ls of molecule. 
According to the quantum theory there are d iscre te 
energy s t a t e s , both ro ta t iona l and vibrat ional in which each 
molecule can ex i s t . For diatomic, l i nea r , polyatomic and 
spherical top molecules the energy of ro ta t iona l l eve l s i s 
given by the equation 
E = J (J + 1) ^^ (0 
^ 8 A2 I 
where *J' i s the ro ta t iona l quantum number which can have any 
in tegra l value 0, 1, 2, 3, and ' I ' i s the moment of 
i n e r t i a of the molecule above the axis of ro ta t ion and ' h ' i s 
the Planck's constant . 
For the symmetrical and asymmetrical molecules the 
formula i s somewhat more complex. Transit ions between the 
di f ferent ro ta t ional l eve l s in the microwave and infrared 
regions are governed by the se lec t ion ru l e . 
(a) For a molecule to be infrared act ive there must be 
a change in the dipole moment of the molecule as i t v ib ra t e s . 
(b) In absorption of rad ia t ion only trans-ition for which 
change in the v ibra t ional energy i s ^V = _i 1 can occur. 
Molecular symmetry determines whether a p a r t i c u l a r , 
vibrat ional t r ans i t i on is allowed or not . The frequency of a 
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given vibrat ion i s determined by the masses of the nuclei 
involved and the nature of the potent ia l function which i s 
expressed in terms of the various force constants . The vib- • 
r a t iona l frequency, ^ may be approximately represented by 
the function, 
where 'K' i s the force constant in dynes cm"-^  of the vibra-
t ion and • p.* i s the reduced mass. 
In the infrared region below 25 p. chan^^es in the v ib-
ra t iona l s t a t e s of the molecule occur during absorption of 
rad ia t ion for small amplitude of vibrat ion, the vibrat ion may 
be considered harmonic and the energy of the vibrat ional quan-
tum level i s given as 
E^ = h CO (V + i ) UtO 
where 'co' i s the fundamental v ibra t ional frequency of the 
harmonic o s c i l l a t o r and ' V i s the v ibra t ional quantum number 
which can have any in tegra l value 0, 1, 2^  3 . The 
difference in energy between successive energy l eve l s of the 
harmonic o s c i l l a t o r i s thus always hco. 
In order that a vibrat ing molecule should i n t e r a c t with 
the f luctuat ing e l ec t r i c a l f ield of electromagnetic rad ia t ion 
the molecular e l ec t r i c a l dipole moment must change i t s magni-
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tude or or ien ta t ion with respect to a fixed coordinate 
system during the motion. I t i s the magnitude of t h i s 
change of dipole moment which determines the in tens i ty of a 
t r a n s i t i o n . There are 3N-6 normal vibrat ions of a non-l inear 
molecule of N atoms and hence the 3N-6 frequencies associated 
with them are called fundamental frequencies of the molecules. 
From the symmetry that a molecule possesses one can de te r -
mine how many of the 3N-6 vibrat ions will be observed in i t s 
infrared spectrum, and conversely, from the infrared spectrum 
the molecular symmetry may be deduced. A vibrat ion will be 
infrared act ive i f i t s symmetry species i s the same as tha t of 
a t l e a s t one of the dipole moment components. For harmonic 
o s c i l l a t o r s , t r ans i t ions between the various energy l eve l s 
are governed by the se lec t ion ru le AV = + 1. In actual 
fac t , the purely harmonic conditions do not prevail for rea l 
molecules. The frequent observation of overtones and combi-
nation tones of these v ibra t ions corresponding to change Z^V = 
2, 3 e tc . i s a consequence of the anharmonic nature of the 
normal .modes. These addit ional bands are usually very much 
Weaker than the parent fundamentals. 
For harmonic o s c i l l a t i o n of frequency i s re la ted to the 
force ^F' binding the vibrat ing groups together and the reduced 
mass ;u by the re la t ionship 
P- ' A" m^ + ms 
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Where m^ and mg are the masses attached to e i ther of the v ib-
r a t i ng systan. In terras of the frequency ^ r , in wave number, 
eq ( V) becomes 
V r = - i — / i - • (V) 
Thus the frequencies of v ibra t ion of a molecule are 
re la ted to the masses and binding forces . In many of the 
normal modes of vibrat ions of a molecule the main p a r t i c i -
pants in the vibrat ion are two atoms held together by a 
chemical bond. The frequencies are only a s l i gh t ly affected 
by another atom, attached to the atoms concerned, and thus 
these vibrat ional modes are cha rac t e r i s t i c of the group in 
the molecule and very useful in identifying a compound, espe-
c i a l l y in deducing the s t ruc tu re of an unknown compound or 
substance. In th i s work only those frequencies which are per-
t inent to the discussion of the newly synthesized compounds 
wi l l be discussed. 
N-H s t re tching v ibra t ions ; 
The N-H s t re tching vibrat ions occur in the region 
3500 - 3300 cm~^ in d i l u t e solution*^^. Primary amines in 
d i l u t e solutions of non polar solvents give two absorption 
bands In this region. The f i r s t which i s due to symmetric 
s t re tch ing usually found near 3500 cm"-^  and the second which 
a r i s e s from the corresponding asymmetric mode i s found near 
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3400 cm" . The posi t ion and in tens i ty of both these bands 
are sens i t ive to subs t i tu t ion . Secondary amines show only a 
s ingle N-H s t re tching absorption in d i l u t e solut ion in the 
above mentioned region. The in tens i ty and frequency of N-H 
s t re tch ing vibrat ions of secondary amines are very sens i t ive 
to s t ructura l changes. The band i s found in the range 3350 -
3310 cm" (low in tens i ty ) in a l ipha t i c secondary amines, and 
near 3490 cm"-^  (much higher i n t ens i ty ) in heterocycl ic 
seconf^ary amines such as pyrrole and indoles . Flourine subs-
t i t u t i o n generally seems to enhance the i n t ens i t y of the 
bands. Ring s t ra ins seems to have l i t t l e effect on N-H 
s t re tching vibrat ion as can be seen by the values of e thyl -
eneimine (3367 - 3341 cm-^) and diethylaraine (3384 cm""'-). 
The N-H s t re tching absorption sh i f t s to lower values 
i n the solid s t a t e due to extensive hydrogen bonding. At a 
very low concentration pyrrol idine shows a band a t 3367 cm"-^  
due to the monomeric N-H s t re tching frequency'^. As the con-
cent ra t ion increases, a new band appears at 3268 cm"-'- due to 
intermolecular associa t ion (N-H . . . . N bonding). The in t ens i ty 
of the low frequency band increases iyd.th_ increasing concen-
t r a t ion un t i l complete associa t ion occurs in the ligand s t a t e . 
Hydrogen bonding i s very common in ureas and thioureas"^*^. 
In concentrated solut ions of thioureas in CGI4 and CHClg two 
to four bands in the 3500 - 3300 cm" region are present . The 
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highest frequency band i s much sharper than any of the 
o thers , the broadness of which can reach 200 cm" . Further, 
the molar extinction of the highest frequency band increases 
with decreasing concentration, the trend being opposite for 
the other bands. In very di lute- solutions only, the 
highest energy band i s v i s i b l e . In the spectra of so l ids , 
however, there i s always a strong broad band together with 
Weaker and narrower bands on the lower frequency s ide . This 
suggests a strongly associated condition for thioureas in 
the solid s t a t e . 
Valuable information have been obtained on the s t r u c -
tu re and tautomerlsm of many heterocycl ic molecules and 
the i r subst i tuted der ivat ives from a study of the N-H 
s t re tch ing absorption. The =<-and Y-mercapto pyrimidines 
and other mercapto- aza - aromatic compounds exis t i n the 
thione form, both in the solid s t a t e and in solvents of low 
polari ty '"*. In the solid s t a t e a weak band in the range 
3160 - 3190 cm"-^  i s regarded as an evidence for the presence 
of -NH group. In solution a broad band i s found in the 
range 3350 - 3420 cm_" , due to N-H s t re tching in unassociated 
molecules (weaker bands also appear a t lower frequencies, 
due to associated molecules). 
The IR spectra of 2- and 4- hydroxypyrimidines in the 
solid s t a t e and in CHCI3 solut ion give absorption bands due 
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to N-H stretching vibra t ions , indicat ing the i r existence in 
the tautomeric keto form'^^. However, arainopyriraidines, 
generally exist in the non tautometrlc form, and in solut ion 
(CHCI3, CCI4) §^ ^® ^^° bands cha rac t e r i s t i c of amino 
group'^^''^'^. 
N-H deformation v ibra t ions : 
For the deformation frequencies of the NH2 group In 
primary amines four cha rac t e r i s t i c peaks should appear, but 
the only de f in i t e assignment has been done in the case of 
sc issor ing vibrat ion, generally observed in the region 
1650 - 1590 cm"-^  '^^. The lower frequency deformation vib r a -
t i on of the NHg group has not been invest igated in d e t a i l . c 
The NH2 twist ing, wagging and tors ional vibrat ions in methyl-
araine have, however, been assigned to 1455, 780 and 264 cm~-^  
respec t ive ly . Secondary a l ipha t i c amines show an extremely 
weak band in the ran<?e 1650 - 1550 cm"-'" due to N-H deforma-
t ion vibrat ion and i t i s d i f f i c u l t to detect th i s band 
readi ly . The assignment of this v ibrat ion i s very d i f f i c u l t 
In case of aromatic amines because of the presence of aromatic 
r ing vibrat ions in t h i s region. 
C-H st re tching v ib ra t ions : 
These vibrat ions are usual ly observed in the 3100-3000 
cm"-'- region In carbocyclic system . Some aromatic compounds 
give r i s e to three bands near 3038 cm"- .^ Pyridine shows G-N 
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absorption in the range 3070 - 3020 cm~^ which appear as a 
se r ies of mult iple absorption under high r e s o l u t i o n s ^ . In 
pyrimidines t h i s band i s observed near 3050 cm"- .^ A weak 
band is observed in the case of t r i s u b s t i t u t e d pyrimidines, 
since only one free ring hydrogen atom i s present . This 
band i s absent in t e t rasubs t i tu ted pyrimidines. 
C-H in-Plane and out~of~plane deformation v ibra t ions : 
A number of cha rac t e r i s t i c absorption bands in the 
region 1250 - 1000 cm"-^  exhibited by most of the heterocycl ic 
compounds are a t t r ibu ted to C-H in-plane deformation and the 
r ing breathing modes "*. In diazines these bands are observed 
in the range 1239 - 1021 cm"-*- ^^. Bands appearing in the 
region 900 - 700 cm"-^  have been a t t r ibu ted to the C-H out of 
plane deformation v ibra t ions , and the posi t ion of these bands 
depends on the number of free hydrogen atoms adjacent to one 
another. 
C = N s t re tching v ibra t ions ; 
A band of var iable in tens i ty in the region 1690 - 1640 
cm" i s a t t r ibu ted to (C = N) s t re tching vibra t ions in open-
chain systems or in non-conjugated ring systems^-'-. With con-
jugated cycl ic systems the posi t ion i s much l e s s c lea r , and 
the C = N absorption bands have been assigned as being within 
the ran^e 1660 -=- 1480 cm"^. In cycl ic compound and cycl ic 
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mater ia ls without in ternal conjugation the C-N-absorption 
i s assigned to the 1650 cm" region. The C = N absorption 
band occurs near 1667 cm" region in oxazines, oxazolines, 
oximes and iraines. However, the C = N absorption bands are 
d i f f i c u l t to identify for two reasons. F i r s t ly owing to 
the considerable changes in in tens i ty which follow changes 
in i t s environment, and secondly because information a v a i l -
ab le on the effects of conjugation in ring systems i s often 
conf l ic t ing and indecis ive . 
C~N s t re tching vibra t ions : 
The C-N s t re tching absorptions give r i s e to strong 
bands in the region 1360 - 1250 cm"-'- in aromatic amine*^-. 
In a l ipha t i c amines the absorption are in the 1220-1020 cm"-^  
ranp^e and are often of low i n t r i n s i c i n t e n s i t y . In aromatic 
primary amines there i s one band in the region 1340 - 1250 cm"-'-
but in secondary amines two bands have been observed in the 
rep^ion 1350 - 1280 cm"-^  and 1280 - 1230 cm""^ . The posi t ion 
of C-N absorption does not d i f fe r much from C-C absorption, 
but the Intensi ty i s r e l a t i ve ly l a r g e because of C-N po la r i t y . 
Ring s t re tching vibra t ions; 
Charac ter i s t ic aromatic r ing vibrat ions appear in the 
ref^ion 1600 - 1350 cm"-^  in most of the heterocycl ic 
compounds''^. The posit ion and In tens i ty of these vibrat ions 
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i s dependent on the nature of the r ing and type of subs t i tu -
t ion . Six membered r ing shows four bands around 1605, 1575, 
1480 and 1430 cm"-^ , whereas five membered rings show three 
bands around 1590, 1490 and 1400 cm~^. The i n t e n s i t i e s of 
these bands give an idea of the pat tern and nature of subs t i -
tu t ion in the r ing . Thus in 4-subst i tu ted pyridine-1-oxides 
and 3-subst i tuted pyridines the in t ens i ty of the band around 
1605 cm"-'- i s high for both electron-withdrawing and electron-
donating subs t i tuents , whereas in the case of 2- and 4-subs-
t i t u t ed pyridines and 3-subst i tu ted pyridine-1-oxides, the 
i n t ens i t y i s high with electron donor groups and low with 
e lec t ron acceptor groups. The i n t ens i t y of the band at around 
1575 cm"-^  also shows similar var ia t ions with subs t i tu t ion . 
Electron donating subs t i tuents increase the in t ens i ty of the 
band around 1480 cm"-^ , whereas the band near 1430 cm"-^  i s 
unaffected by the nature of the subs t i t uen t s . This pa r t i cu la r 
trend in the change of i n t e n s i t i e s has been explained as being 
due to the charge disturbances in the molecule. 
The cha rac t e r i s t i c pa t te rn of absorption of the r ing 
s t re tch ing vibrat ions resu l t from the complete i n t e r ac t i on of 
the C = C, C = N and N = N vibrat ions ( e . g . , in 1,2-
diazine) and i t i s therefore, very d i f f i c u l t to i s o l a t e the 
d i f fe ren t v ibra t ions . This i s due to the fact that the lone 
pair of electrons on the nitros^en atom will be able to con-
jugate with the ring,- the magnitude of which depends on the 
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coplanari ty of the system. Therefore, these vibrat ions are 
sens i t ive to minor a l t e r a t i ons in molecular geometry and are 
d i f f i c u l t to d is t inguish from other v ibra t ions . Even though 
a band of variable in tens i ty in the region 1660 - 1630 cm" 
i s a t t r ibu ted to C = N s t re tching in open chaino<, | i - unsa tu -
rated compound in cycl ic conjugated system the appearance of 
bands in th is region can only be a t t r ibuted to the r ing 
s t re tching modes. 
Substituted pyriraidines, generally show four bands in 
the 1590 - 1375 cm~^ region^^'^""-"^^, which i s probably due to 
NH2-deformation mode. The hydroxy pyrimidines are also not 
su i t ab le for the development of cor re la t ions for the ring vibra-
t ions of th i s type, as they may act in the tautomeric keto form, 
in which the double bond absorptions of the ring would be expec-
ted to be d i f ferent from the fully aromatic systems. 
C = 0 s t re tching v ibra t ions ; 
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TheC=0 s t re tch ing vibrat ions of various carbonyl groups 
absorb in the region 1900 - 1600 cm"-'-. A more specif ic range i s 
defined by the type of carbonyl ( e . g . , ketones, es te rs e t c . ) 
and the posi t ion is further affected by a var ie ty of e f fec ts . 
The frequency of carbonyl absorption i s determined almost wholly 
by the nature of i t s immediate environment, and the s t ruc tu re 
of the r e s t of the molecule i s of l i t t l e importance unless 
i t i s such as to give r i s e to chelat ion or some simillar 
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effect . Thus, the carbonyl sh i f t s away from the normal 
posi t ion in OL > /3-unsaturated mater ia ls and in carbonyl 
compounds with strongly e lectronegat ive subs t i tuents on the 
o<-carbon atom, whilst in cyclic ketones the frequency 
sh i f t s and i t s d i rec t ion i s related to the degree of s t r a i n 
of the r ing . The frequency sh i f t s due to chelat ion and to 
mutual in terference effects can also be considerable in some 
cases . However, in each of these cases the extent of the 
frequency sh i f t to be expected i s known and new range of 
frequencies f a l l s within comparatively narrower l i m i t s . 
A carbonyl group s i tuated between two methylene 
groups represents the simplest case of an undisturbed C = 0 
s t re tching v ibra t ions . The s tudies by many workers have 
shown that in solut ion the frequency of the carbonyl absorp-
t ion of simple ketones of th i s type always l i e s within the 
narrow range 1725 - 1706 cm"-^ , provided that no hydrogen 
bonding or other in terference effects occur°-^. Carbonyl 
groups in unstrained saturated r ings absorb within the same 
overal l frequency ranp;e 1720 - 1706 cm"^. 
The physical s t a t e has a d i r ec t effect on the carbonyl 
frequency. Acetone, for example, absorbs a t 1742 cm""^  in the 
vapour phase, whereas in solut ion the frequency l i e s between 
1728 cm~^ and 1718 cm"^ depending on the solvent . Similar ly, 
dodecyl ketone absorbs at 1740 cm" in the vapour s t a t e , and 
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between 1724 cm"-^  and 1717 cm"-^  in solut ion. I t i s probable 
that some form of dipolar associa t ion i s occurring in the 
condensed phase, resul t ing in a low frequency shi f t of the 
order of 20 cm~^ conjugation of a carbonyl group with a 
C = C l inkage r e su l t s in a lowering of the frequency by an 
amount depending on the nature of the double bond. An 
a l ipha t i c C_= C bond in conjugation with a carbonyl group 
reduces i t s frequency by about 40 cm"-^  and the absorption 
occurs in the range 16S5 - 1665 cm"-'-. When an aryl group i s 
d i r ec t ly attached to the carbon atom of the carbonyl group, 
the frequency shift of the carbonyl i s less than tha t 
occurring with a ful l double bond in conjugation, and the 
absorption band occurs in the range 1700 - 1680 cm"-'-, with 
two aryl groups d i r ec t l y attached. However, there i s a 
further f a l l in the frequency to 1670 - 1660 cm~l. The i n -
fluence of an«><_aryl group i s addi t ive with that of any other 
s t ruc tu re which i s capable of influencing the C=0 frequency. 
Vith a six membered ring C = 0 with ano<-aryl group, the f r e -
quently i s found to be 1695 - 1687 cm"-'-, which i s the same as 
with similar open chain mat-^rials. With a five membered r ing 
C = 0, however, the frequency i-ncreases to 1715 - 1706 cm" , 
the s t r a i n of the five membered ring being offset to some 
extent by the aromatic conjugation. Halogen subs t i tu t ion in 
the immediate vic ini ty of carbonyl group r e s u l t s in a high 
frequency sh i f t , of the carbonvl absorntion. This i s p a r t i -
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cular ly marked in the acid chlor ides where a chlorine i s 
d i r e c t l y attached to the'carbonyl group, but there i s s t i l l 
an appreciable effect when the helogen i s s i tuated on the o<-
carbon atom. Thus o<-propionic acid, for example, absorbs 
at 1730 cm"*-^  as against 1710 cm"-^  for p>-chloropropionic acid, 
When intramolecular hydrogen bonds are formed, the 
carbonyl absorption bands may be lowered by 50 cm""^  according 
to hydrogen bond strength^"*. 1-Hydroxyanthraquinone shows 
two C = 0 bands at 1680 - 1675 cm""*" and 1630 - 1622 cm"^ 
corresponding to free and bonded carbonyl groups. With two 
hydroxyl groups in each of the p>-positions only one band i s 
shown at 1639 - 1623 cm"^ whi ls t in the extreme case of 1,4, 
5 ,8 - t e t r a hydroxyanthraquinone the carbonyl frequency has 
fa l len to 1525 cm"- .^ Similarly fumaric acid absorbs a t 
1680 cm~ , in contras t to the normal value of 1705 cm"-^  of 
raaleic acid. Sa l icy l ic acid absorbs a t 1655 cm"-'- which i s 
comparable with the sh i f t s experienced in the case of the of • 
hydroxy-o^, (i-unsaturated ketones. 3-Amino-2-naphthoic acid 
absorbs' at 1665 cm" . 
Amides generally show a strong absorption band near 
1640 cm"-^  when" examined in the solid s t a te^^ . The fact that 
the absorption i s at an appreciably lower frequency than the 
carbonyl absorption of norrpal ketones must be due to the effe< 
of resonance with the ionic form. This i s enhanced by the 
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strong associat ion effects in the solid s t a t e and the cor res -
ponding vapours absorb a t considerably higher frequencies. 
The amide f i r s t absorptions subject to a considerable a l t e r a -
t ion on change of s t a t e in which hydrogen bonding i s Iproken, 
and i s also l i a b l e to var ia t ions in solut ion depending on the 
polar i ty of the solvent employed. Thus hexo-amide absorbs a t 
1655 cm"-^  in the solid s t a t e , a t 1668 cm" in concentrated 
solut ions and at 1680 cm" in d i l u t e chloroform solut ions . 
The corresponding values of 1692 cm" and 1672 cm"-'- given for 
t h i s absorption band in dioxane and in methanol indica te the 
degree of frequency sh i f t s l i ke ly to be associated with a l t e ra -
t ion in the type of solvent employed. The carbonyl absorop-
t ion of N-ethyl-acetamide ranges from 1687 to 1663 cm"-^  over 
a se r ies of solvents , even at concentrations a t which hydrogen 
bonding effects are precluded. At higher concentrations the 
frequency varies continuously with the concentration due to 
change in strengths of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds. 
Formamide absorbs at 1740 cm" as vapour and a t 1709 cm" in 
d i l u t e chloroform so lu t ions . Therefore, carbonyl frequencies 
are much closer to these of ketones and suggest that the con-
t r ibu t ion of the ionic form i s qu i te small under these condi-
t i o n s . 
N, N-disubsti tuted amides are incapable of forming 
hydrogen bonds, and the carbonyl absorption band i s conse-
quently not much Influenced by chanr^es in physical s t a t e . In -
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these cases the amide f i r s t band usually f a l l near 1650 cm" 
unless a phenyl group i s subst i tuted on the nitrogen atom, 
when i t i s raised to 1690 cm" . This i s due to the competi-
t ive effect of the ring for the lone pair electrons of n i t r o -
gen r ing . In consequence the contr ibut ion of the ionic form 
of the amide i s reduced and the carbonyl frequency i s ra ised, 
A similar effect may account for the high frequencies shown 
by N-nitrosoamides, which absorbs near 1740 cm"'^  in solut ion. 
The inverse effect occurs in dimethyl urea, in which the ionic 
character of the carbonyl i s reinforced by the second nitrogen 
atom so that in the solid s t a t e the frequency fal l to 1610 cm"- .^ 
Infrared s tudies have^'^'^^"^^ shown that a l a rge number 
of o<_ and Y - hydroxy-aza-aromatic der iva t ives are amides both 
in solid s t a t e and in solut ion. A very strong band in the 
range 1620 - 1750 cm" shows the presence of a carbonyl group. 
2-Hydroxy-.pyrimidine and 4-isomer in the solid s t a t e and in 
solut ion show absorntion bands in the 1600 - 1700 cm"-'- region 
which have no counterpart in the spectra of the methoxy d e r i -
vatives and must be due to the C = 0 bond s t re tching v ib ra t ions . 
Thus these compounds in the s t a t e s examined ekis t predominentjy 
in the amide form. 
C = S s t re tching vi\)ration; 
The iden t i f i ca t ion of the posi t ion of the C = S absorp-
t ion has been a matter of some d i f f i c u l t y . In carbon disulphide 
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the C = S s t re tching modes have been assigned to 1522 cm~^ 
and 650 cm"-^ , whilst in carbonyl sulphide i t i s given at 
859 cm"-*- ^^. These are unusual cases in which the carbon i s 
doubly unsaturated, and they do not offer any guidance to 
the l ike ly posi t ion of the C = S v ibra t ion in saturated t h i o -
ureas and similar compounds. Preliminary calculat ions i n d i -
cated that the r a t i o C. = 0/ C= s would be about 1.5 and that 
the C = S frequency would be found in the 1200-1050 cm""^  
region. Just as i s the case with the carbonyl group, the 
C = S absorption i s found to be sens i t i ve to the nature of 
the surrounding s t ruc ture but the r e l a t i v e effects of various 
subs t i tuents are not always the same, and the r a t io between 
the carbonyl and thio-carbonyl frequencies var ies over the 
range 1.6 to 1.14. 
Systematic cor re la t ions of the avai lable data on th io -
carbonyl s t re tching frequency indica te that when i t i s un-
ambiguously iden t i f i ab le , e .g . , in (-CH = CH-)2, C = S and 
-CS-SR der iva t ives , i t i s at 1150 + 70 cm~^ 94,95, 
However, in some molecules, notably thioamides and thio-
ureas, the thiocarbonyl s t re tch ing frequency i s uncertain, as 
there i s complete mixing between the C = S s t re tch ing mode 
and other vibrations^^'^'^ of s imilar frequencies. This 
frequency i s hardly suscept ible to r>olar e f fec t s . I t has 
been.calculated^S that the C= s s t re tch ing frequency in 
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thioformaldehtyde should be 1120 _+ 40 cm"-'-, while in t h i o -
carbonyl chloride i t i s a t 1140 + 40 cm" . By contras t , the 
carbonyl s t re tching frequency in carbonyl chloride (1827 cm""-'-) 
I s considerably higher than that in formaldehyde (1744 cm""-^ ). 
Presence of thiocarbonyl s t re tch ing frequency in mercapto 
comDounds, provide a d i r ec t evidence for the i r existence in 
the thioamide form. Spinner^^ observed an intense band in the 
range 1100-1190 cm"" in several <x-and V -mercaptoaza-aromatic 
compounds a t t r i bu t ab l e to C=S s t re tch ing frequency indica t ing 
them to be in the thioamide form. There has been great 
uncer ta in ty with regard to the assignment of the C=S s t re tch ing 
frequency in nitrogen containing compounds and the ass ign-
ments in these compounds vary in the wide range of 850-1570 
cm" . Elmore has shown tha t the band which i s generally 
assigned to C=S s t re tching v ibra t ion in such compounds r e s u l t s 
from the coupling of the C-N and G=S s t re tching v ib ra t ions . 
Normal coordinate analysis of N-methylthio formamide, N-methyl-
thioacetamide, N, N'-dimethyl thiourea and tetramethyl thiourea *"*' 
shows a clear evidence for v ibra t ional mixing in these compounds. 
In secondary thioamides the bands with considerable contr ibut ion 
from the 0=3 s t re tching vibration-^^*^ are found in the region 
870-700 cm." . This i s considerably lower than in simple t h i o -
carbonyl compounds, where the C=S vibra t ion i s l o c a l i s e d . In 
thiourea, two bands in the region 1080-730 cm"-*- are found to 
have appreciable contr ibution from the C=S s t re t ch ing vibra-
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t ion^^. Suzuki's calculations-^^^ show that the 843 cm""^  band 
for HCSNHg corresponds to an almost pure C=S mode and the 
i n t r i n s i c frequency of the C=S vibrat ions vary from 900 to 
850 cm"- .^ Gosavi et a l7 performed a normal coordinate ana-
ly se s on N,N'-dimethyl thiourea and t e t r a methyl thiourea and 
assigned various mixed C=S s t re tching frequency bands. The 
mixed vibra t ion bands of N, N dimethyl thiourea have the con t r i -
but ion from C=S s t re tch ing vibrat ions as : 1504 cm"^, 10'^; 
1420 cm~^, IBi and 752 cm~^, 83i s imi lar ly , in tetramethyl 
thiourea the contr ibut ion from C=S s t re tch ing vibrat ions i s 
a s : -1408 cm""^ , 25^; 1013 cm"-*", 505 ;^ 990 cm"^, 50'^ and 462 
cm"-^ , 37^. Since the force constants FCN and FCS are qui te 
s imi lar , the major contr ibut ion from C-N and C=S vibrat ions 
are found in the bands which are qui te c lose to each other 
( e . g . , 850 and 752 cm in N-N'-dimethyl th iourea ) . The mixed 
v ibra t ion bands are in the region of so called N-G=S bands '^. 
C-S s t re tching v ibra t ions : 
The C-S s t re tching frequency generally appear as a 
band of weak and moderate in tens i ty in the range 720-570 cm"" . 
In the Raman spectra t h i s band i s very strong. There appear 
to be a progressive decrease in the frequency in aromatic der i -
vat ives the C-S frequency i s found towards the top of t h i s 
ranp;e and some d i f f i cu l ty i s experienced in recoB:nizing the 
C-S frequency due to the presence of the in tense CH-out of 
plane deformation band in th i s region. In phenyl sulphonyl-
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hal ides the C-S vibra t ion i s found between 715 and 706 cm"^. 
In organic thiocyanate i t appears in the region 740-680 cm" . 
In th ioketols , broad bands with several maxima are found 
probably due to vibrat ional coupling. 
M-S s t re tching vibrat ions : 
• The metal sulphur s t re tching frequency i s of p a r t i -
cular i n t e r e s t as i t gives a d i r ec t evidence for coordination 
through the sulphur atom. I t appears in the low frequency 
region, v i z . , 480 to 210 range-^^"^. In many instances two 
bands are observed, one of medium to strong in t ens i ty , and a 
weaker band at a frequency 10 to 40 cm"-^  lower than the 
stronger band. The Sn-S frequencies ea r l i e r reported appear 
in this range. 
Metal-halogen v ibra t ions : 
Metal halogen vibrat ion which appear in the low f re -
quency infrared region, are qui te useful in determining the 
stereochemistry of coordination compounds. In a te t rahedral 
MX4 molecule (T j^) there a re four modes of v ibra t ion . All the 
four vibrat ions are Raman ac t ive whereas only two ( V 3 , V4) a re 
infrared ac t ive , and the i r posi t ion depends upon the mass of 
the metal and halogen-'-^^. For an octahedral MLg molecule (0^ )^ 
(e.,;^., GeClg^, SnClg^, e tc . ) there are s ix possible normal 
modes of v ibra t ion . These (V ]_, 'Og and -V 5) are Raman ac t ive 
whereas only two ( - ^ 3 , ^ 4 ) are infrared active-^*-*^. In octa-
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^~ ^  n ^ ^ v S hedral ions (GeX^ , SnXg , e tc . ) the M-X vibrat ions are found 
a t lower frequency than those found for s imilar vibrations in 
te t rahedral environment. /^\/hen metal t e t r aha l ides , MX4, form 
octahedral complexes, MX4:2 donor, the M-X s t re tching vibra-
t ions by analogy with these octahedral ions, are considerably 
shifted to lower frequencies-'-^'''"-^-^^ r e l a t i v e to those of the 
free t e t r aha l i de s . In many addi t ion compounds metal-helogen 
vibrat ions are much more intense than ligand v ib ra t ions . In 
group(IV), th i s i s most marked for adducts of t i n t e t r aha l ides 
and l e a s t marked for adducts of s i l i con t e t r aha l ides where 
i n t e n s i t i e s are frequently comparable. Ligands may occupy 
e i ther cis or t rans posi t ions in the octahedron. The use of 
Infrared spectroscopy in the far IR region to study the c i s 
t rans Isomerism of the adducts of type MX4.L2 (where M = t i n , 
s i l i con or germanium, X i s halogen and L i s a monodentate 
l igand) has been outlined by many workers^^'^^'•^•'-^"•'••^^. 
Neglecting the coupling between the M-X and the ligand vibra-
t ion, the trans-adduct i s considered to be similar to a 
perturbed square planar MX^  u n i t , so that only one infrared 
ac t ive fundamental M-X s t re tch ing vibra t ion ( ^ symmetry) i s 
predicted, however, for the c i s configuration there would be 
a t l e a s t two fundamentals^*^. There are numerous flews in 
t h i s simple approach. Fermi resonance may make a combination 
band Intense enough to be accepted as a fundamental. Al te r -
na t ive ly , ce r ta in fundamentals may be very weak as for gaseous 
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antimony t r i c h l o r i d e , whosecvifundaraental i s very very s t rong 
r e l a t i v e to the weak e fundamental . Accidental degenerac ie s 
may occur or bands may be un re so lved . E l ec t ron i c t r a n s a n c -
t i o n s and l a t t i c e v i b r a t i o n s may appear . Calcium f l o u r i d e , 
for example, has a broad i n f r a r e d absorp t ion band a t about 
270 cm""-*-. Crys t a l f i e ld e f f e c t s may r e so lve degene rac i e s , 
thus only t r i p l y degnera te F^ ^^  fundamental of symmetrical 
SiFg i s resolved i n t o two peaks in the c r y s t a l l i n e compound 
BaSiFg, probably owing to e longa t ion of octahedron along t h e 
t h r e e fold a x i s , causing a lower ing of the symmetry from 0^ 
to Dg^. 
S e a t t l e and coworkers c a r r i e d out . normal c o o r d i n a t e 
a n a l y s i s of t he oc t ahed ra l s p e c i e s c i s - and t r a n s - MX^,Lo by 
Wilson ' s F-G mat r ix method,and c a l c u l a t e d v i b r a t i o n a l f requen-
c i e s for coo rd ina t ion compounds of some t e t r a h a l i d e s of 
group(IV) . The c a l c u l a t i o n s show t h a t for a c i s - a d d u c t t h r e e 
high frequency bands a r e to be expected, the next n e a r e s t 
band l y i n g cons ide rab ly below t h i s group ( a l l the bands a r e 
i n f r a r e d and Raman a c t i v e ) . In the case of the t r a n s adducts 
i f the meta l - l igand force c o n s t a n t i s low as compared with 
t h e meta l -ha logen , t h e r e w i l l be one main band i n the same 
reg ion as the s e t of t h r ee a b s o r p t i o n s mentioned for the c i s 
a d d u c t s . However, wh'^re the me ta l - l i gand force c o n s t a n t i s 
h igh , t he e^ and a2^ v i b r a t i o n s (both IR a c t i v e ) w i l l occur i n 
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s imi lar regions of the spectrum. Thus in a c r y s t a l l i n e 
compound, crys ta l field resolut ion of the e^ v ibra t ion to 
doublet , plus the presence of an ag^ vibra t ion could lead to 
a spectrum similar to that of a c i s adduct. The e^ v ibra t ion 
(an t i symmetric s t re tch) i s r e l a t ive ly insens i t ive to the 
value of Fw T and also to the value of the bending force cons-
t a n t s . Thus, i den t i f i ca t ion of c i s - and t rans isomers by 
infrared spectroscopic examination i s helpful in favourable 
cases, par t icu la r ly when solut ion spectra can be obtained. 
Metal ligand vibrat ions; 
The metal ligand s t re tching frequency i s of pa r t i cu la r 
i n t e r e s t since i t provides d i r e c t information regarding the 
coordinate bond. I t appears in the low frequency region and 
depends on the follovdng fac tors : 
1. Mass of the metal and ligand 
2. Oxidation number of metal ion 
3. Coordination number of metal ion 
4 . Geometry of the complex 
5. Basici ty of the ligand molecule 
6. Bridi^ing or non bridging anions 
7. Ligand field -s tabi l iza t ion energy. 
M-C stretchln;; frequencies: 
IR spectroscopy i s qui te valuable as i t orovides in for -
mation on the confifriiration of organotln compounds. Par t icu la r ly 
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Important i s the c r i t e r i o n established for determining the 
confia^uration of SnCg and SnC^ moieties in t r imethyl t in ', and 
dimethylt in der iva t iv es^n. If the spectrum reveals two Sn-C 
s t re tching vibrat ions (both the symmetric and asymmetric modes) 
the configuration of SnCg group i s non planar or tha t of SnCg 
i s non l i n e a r . However, i f there i s only one band assignable 
to an Sn-C s t re tching vibrat ion the configuration of SnC2 
group i s planar or that of SnCg i s l i nea r^ -^ . This c r i t e r i o n 
has been further supported by x-ray s tud ies . 
Molar Conductance 
The conductivity measurement i s one of the simplest and 
easi ly avai lable technique used in a research laboratory, for 
the character iza t ion of coordination compounds. I t gives 
d i r ec t information regarding whether a given complex i s ionic 
or covalent, i . e . , whether the anions sa t i s fy the primary or 
the secondary valency of the metal ion in the coordination 
compound, several s tudies of molar conductivities-*--^ of 
di f ferent kind of e lec t ro ly tes in d i f fe ren t solvents are now 
avai lable and i t i s useful to compare molar conductance i^^) 
value of a given complex with that of the s imilar e l e c t r o l y t e . 
Conventionally solut ions of 10""% strength i s used for the 
conductance measurements. Molar conductance values for 
di f ferent type of e lec t ro ly tes in nitrobenzene at t h i s concen-
t r a t ion are as 1:1, 20-30, 2 :1 , 50-50, 3 :1 , 70-80, 4 : 1 , 
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90-100 ohm"-'- cm^ mole"^ ^2°. 
A good descr ip t ion of e l e c t ro ly t i c behaviour of co-
ordination compounds in various organic solvents i s given in 
1?0 a review . Molar conductance values for complexes of the 
various e l ec t ro ly t e types of 10" concentrations in n i t r o -
methane are as 1:1, 75-95; 2 : 1 , 150-180; 3 :1 , 220-260, 4 :1 
290-330 ohm""-^  cm mole"-^. Reference values for non-complex 
e lec t ro ly tes lead to an average A. w value for 1:1 e l ec t ro -
l y t e s of ^ 91.5 ohm"-^  cm mole"" . However, the values for 
the tetraphenylborate and tetraisoamylborate s a l t s are very 
low because of the low ionic mobi l i t i es and i f these values 
are excluded from the overall average, a value of ^ 96 ohm"-^  
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cm mole" i s obtained. Average values for complexes of un-
identa te l igands are for 1:1 e l ec t ro ly te s 88.5 ohm""^  cm" mole" 
and for 2:1 e lec t ro ly tes 167 ohm"-'- cm mole" • For the whole 
ranf^e of complexes which has been studied, values claimed for 
1:1 e l ec t ro ly te s range from 60-115 ohm" cm^ mole"-'-, with an 
I P 1 
average value of ^83 ohm" cm mole . For 2:1 e l ec t ro ly te s , 
values claimed cover the range 115-250 ohm"-'- cm^ mole"-'- have 
been g iven fo r 3:1 e l e c t r o l y t e s . A reasonable average value 
- 1 5> 1 
i s 242 ohm cm mole""^. For 4 :1 e l ec t ro ly tes (115-118), 
values cover a range 244-341 ohm cm mole"-^ with an average 
T O -I 
value of 307 ohm""^  cm^ mole"-^. An unusual e l e c t r o l y t e type 
i s the compound (CrLg)gCSO^)^, where L = 2-amino ethyl pyridine, 
for which a value of 419 ohm"-'- cm^ m"ole~-'- i s quoted-. 
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Toxicity and problj: ana lys is : 
In order to fi^^^ o^t the tox ic i ty of a chemical In 
terms of problt the effect of the stimulus i s determined 
according to the react ion of l i v ing organism against tha t 
chemical. Usually tne stimulus i s applied a t a ser ies of 
experimental range and the reac t ion of each range determined 
from i t s applicatic?n to a se t of experiments. 
Instead of ^peaking in general term i t i s more con-
venient in describing the kind of data to refer to one type 
of experiment such as the determination of the tox ic i ty of a 
chemical preparation to a given type of i n sec t . In such 
experiments various concentrations of the compound a re pre-
pared and a se t of insec ts assigned a t random to each concen-' 
t r a t l o n l e v e l . The compound i s applied, and for each se t a 
count i s made at the to ta l number of insec ts (n) and the num-* 
ber k i l led ( r ) . The r e su l t s can be expressed ei ther as a 
proportion ( r /n) or as a percentage 100 ( r / n ) . Such data ma/ 
then be aoplied for probit analys is in assessing the various 
toxic substances SLTI^ l e tha l doses . 
Tolerance l imi t 
For any one subject there i s a ce r t a in level of in t ens i ty 
of the stimulus below which response does not occur and abov^ " 
which i t does occur-'' ' For example, in considering a given 
insect there i s - a l imi t of concentrat ion for a ce r t a in chemical 
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such that if the concentration i s below th i s l imi t the insect 
wil l survive, but i f the concentration exceeds th is l imi t the 
insects will d ie . This tolerance i s represented by X . For 
most of the biolor^ical preparation the d i s t r i bu t i on of X i s 
not normal but i s at l e a s t approximately normal for X = log-,Q. 
In probit analysis therefore the log of the concentration i s 
usual ly used. Following Finney i s referred to as the 
dose in terms of actual concentration expressed in milligram/ 
l i t e r and the log,p. concentration i s referred to as the dosage. 
A plot of the percentages k i l led against dosage gives a sigmoid 
curve. The analysis of r e su l t s from the sigmoid curve presents 
some ra ther serious d i f f i c u l t i e s . I t would therefore, seem to 
be des i rab le to use a transformation of the percentages such 
that with a normal d i s t r i b u t i o n the transformed percentages 
would l i e in a s t ra igh t l i n e . Any var ia t ion from the normal 
curve will cause the plotted probi ts to vary from a s t ra ight 
l i n e , f^renerally, the observed var ia t ions from a s t ra igh t l i n e 
a re of two types. 
(I) In the f i r s t place the sets of experiments may not be 
a l l uniform or the conditions for the se t s may not be uniform. 
This will tend to produce an abnormal sca t t e r s of the points 
about the s t ra igh t l i n e . 
( I I ) In the socond place the transformation of the dose to 
dosa'^e may not be su i tab le . 
Pract ical appl icat ion of problt ana lys is : 
Since we expect to get a s t r a igh t l i n e when probi ts 
a re plotted against dosage, the methods of l inear regression 
are suggested. 
To measure the potency of the preparation i t has been 
found that the dose giving a 50i k i l l i s the most s t a t i s t i c 
and referred to as LBQQ (median l e tha l dose) . In experiments 
where the response is not death we refer to the ED^Q (median 
effect ive dose) . Whatever pract ica l advantages there may be in 
knowing the LDgg or some similar value, the fact i s that much 
greater precision can be obtained in the measure of the LDgQ 
which i s corresponding to a problt value of 5. 
Another factor to be measured i s the range of the dosage 
required for a given range of percentage k i l l . This might be 
referred to as the s ens i t i v i t y of the preparat ion t e s t ed . 
Obviously i f small changes in concentrations give a wide range 
in the percentage k i l l , the s ens i t i v i t y i s high and repre-
sented by the slope of the l i n e . The greater the slope the 
narrower the range in dosage for a given rans?e in the percentage 
k i l l . 
The geometry of the l i n e would seem to give therefore 
the required measure of potency and s e n s i t i v i t y . Taking two 
points X-^  and Xg, representing the dosage, on the abscis^jc. 0f 
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the graph and finding the corresponding points Y^^ and Y2 on 
the probit scale , wil l give the slope of the l i n e . If b r ep -
resents the slope, then 
Y2 - ^1 
This makes i t possible to set up a regression equation 
of the type Y = a + bx where a = Y-j_ - bX^ or Yg - bXg. 
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Experimental 
Techniques usgd 
All the newly synthesized complexes were characterized 
by the i r melting points , elemental analysis and conductance 
measurements. The s i t e of coordination and probable geometry 
of the complexes was proposed on the bas is of IR spectroscopy. 
Their toxic behaviour was studied in an experiment on fish 
(Heteropneustes f o s s l l l s ) , house f l i e s (musca domestica nobulo 
and cockroach (Periplaneta Americana) in term of LCgQ. 
Elemental analyses for carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen 
were done on a Coleman analyser in the microanalytical labora-
tory of the Chemistry Department at the University of Calcutta. 
The estimation of metal, sulphur and halogen were done volumet-
r i c a l l y or gravimptr ical ly . For the metal estimation a weighed 
amount of the compound was taken in a s i l i c a crucible and a 
few drops of HCl were added to decompose i t . I t was heated 
slowly t i l l the fumes disappeared and further heajting was done 
with concentrated n i t r i c acid for about half- an hour. The dry 
powder thus obtained was cooled to room temperature and weighed 
as SnOg. The halogen and sulphur were estimated gravimetrical ly 
by known methods. 
The infrarpd and far infrared sp'^ctra were recorded on 
a Pprkln Elmpr 6'^! (4000 - ?>00 cm"^) spectrophotometer a t the 
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instrumentation centre of the Department of Chemistry, Aligarh 
Muslim Universi ty, Aligarh and a t R. R. Lab., Hyderabad. 
The molar conductivity of the soluble compounds were 
measured in the nitrobenssene or nitromethane on a Siystronics 
conductivity bridge type 302. 
In order to inves t iga te the tox ic i ty experiments on 
f ish, house f l i e s and cockroach were done in the Department of 
Zoology, A.M.U., Aligarh, 
CHAPTER III 
COMPLEXES OF DIORGANOTIN(IV) DICHLORIDE ANB DIACETATE 
WITH SOME NITROGEN HETEROCYCLIC 
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COMPLEXES OF DIORGANOTIN(IV) DICHLORIDES AND DIACETATE WITH 
SOME HITROGEN HETEROCYCLIC 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Materials and methods; 
Dimethyltin dichloride,(DMT) d ibu ty l t i n d ichlor ide (DBT) 
and d ibu ty l t in d iace ta te (IBA)(Fltika, A.G.), piperazine hexa-
hydrate (Pz)(E. Merck), acr id lne (Acr), pyrrol id ine (Pyrr) , 
0-phenanthroline (O-Phen) and 2,2-Bipyridyl (Bipy) (B.D.H.) were 
used without further pu r i f i ca t ion . The solvent ethanol, n i t ro -
methane, nitrobenzene and chloroform were d i s t i l l e d and dried 
by conventional methods. 
Preparation of complexes; 
Piperazine complexes; 
Piperazine 0.002 mol dissolved in 20 ml of ethanol was 
added to ethanolic solut ions of (a) dimethyl t indlchloride 
0.0018 mol, (b) d ibu ty l t i n d ich lor ide 0.002 mol and (c) 
d i b u t y l t i n d iace ta te 0.002 mol respec t ive ly . '/»/hlte c r y s t a l l i n e 
adducts were obtained within 10 minutes. These were dried in 
vacuo. 
Acridlne complexest 
.The ll(?;and 0.002 mol was dissolved in 25 ml of ethanol 
and was added to ethanolic solut ions containins^ (a) 0.0018 mol 
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of d ime thy l t i n d i c h l o r i d e , (b) 0.002 mol of d i b u t y l t i n d i -
c h l o r i d e and (c) 0.002 mol of d i b u t y l t i n d i a c e t a t e r e s p e c -
t i v e l y . The r e a c t i o n mixture was d r i ed under vacuum t i l l a 
brown c r y s t a l l i n e or a ye l lowish so l id compound was ob t a ined . 
P y r r o l i d i n e complexes; 
All the complexes were prepared by the method d e t a i l e d 
above. A cream coloured complex was immediately-obtained in 
the case of d i b u t y l t i n d i a c e t a t e while d i m e t h y l t i n d i c h l o r i d e 
y i e lded a white c r y s t a l l i n e adduct . These were washed seve ra l 
t imes with hot e thanol and d r i ed in vacuo. 
Phenan th ro l ine adducts t 
These compounds were a l so synthesized by the usua l 
methods mentioned above. The r e a c t i o n mixture on s t and ing 
ove rn igh t y ie lded sh in ing whi te c r y s t a l s i n case of d i m e t h y l t i n 
d i c h l o r i d e while a pink so l i d was obta ined i n case of DBT and 
DBA. 
2 .2 -Bipyr idy l adducts t 
The two components were mixed and s t i r r e d for few hours 
when lis^ht t»ink and white needle l i k e c r y s t a l s or so l id were 
o b t a i n e d . They were dr ied in vacuo. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
D i a l k y l t i n d i h a l i d e s form two types of adducts (1) 
RgSnXg-L (2) RgSnXg-Lg depending upon whether the l igand i s 
b i d e n t a t e or monodentate. i^en the complex i s formed with 
a b i d e n t a t e l igand L, i t may achieve a t r i g o n a l bipyramidal 
s t r u c t u r e or i t may have an oc tahedra l geometry^' ' 
depending upon whether both or one c o o r d i n a t i o n s i t e i s 
engaged in c o o r d i n a t i o n . 
The a l k y l t i n h a l i d e s can form adducts with monodentate 
l i gands e i t h e r i n a 1:1 or a 1;2 r a t i o . I t i s known t h a t i f 
the l igand i s b i d e n t a t e t he complex w i l l be oc t ahedra l while 
with the monodentate l igand the c e n t r a l atom may assume a 
t r i g o n a l bipyramidal geometry i n the case of 1:1 complex and 
an oc tahedra l s t r u c t u r e in the case of a 1:2 complex. 
Tin(IV) h a l i d e s a r e wellknown Lewis ac id s and i n t e r a c t 
with various Lewis bases to form adducts"^'•^^^"•^^'*. The 
group(IV) a l k y l h a l i d e adducts with some donor molecules have 
been s tudied l e s s ex tens ive ly as compared to t h a t of group(IV) 
4. , . . u -14^ 3 . 6 8 , 1 0 9 , 1 2 5 
metal t e t r aha l ides ' ' ' 
All the complexes studied in th i s work are s tab le to 
oxidation by a i r and have a 1:1 metal:ligand ra t io except for 
pyrrol idine adducts which have a 1:2 r a t i o . Their molar con-
-3 
ductance of 10 M solut ion in nitromethane or nitrobenzene 
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exhibit the i r non-e lec t ro ly t ic nature (Table 1 ) . 
Piperazine adducts. 
Piperazine shows a tendency to form unstable compounds 
with group(IV) metal halides"^^^ in varying r a t i o s . Dimethyl-
t i n d ichlor ide , d ibu ty l t i n dichlor ide and d i b u t y l t i n d i -
ace ta te form 1:2 complexes (RgSnXgtaPz) with piperazine in 
solut ion (detected by conductometric t i t r a t i o n ) but they 
covild not be i so la t ed . However, the solid complexes of 
piperazine with the above d i a l k y l t i n d lchlor ides and d i -
ace ta te synthesized had only a 1:1 molar r a t i o . The IR 
spectrum of piperazine shows absorption at 3328 cm~-^  and 
1444 cm"-'- a t t r ibu ted to v (N-H) and V (C-N) s t re tch ing f r e -
quenciss respect ively . After complexation the enhancement 
in V (C-N) is neg l ig ib le but the decrease in V (N-H) i s 
substantial•^^^. This i s due to an electronic sh i f t from 
nitrogen atom towards t i n atom aft^-r coordination which nece-
s s a r i l y weakens the N-H bond with a consequent decrease in 
N-H s t re tching frequencies . 
_ The (C-N) absorption modes appeared at 1560 cm"- ,^ 1590 
cm~^ and 1S80 cm~^ in dimethyl t indichlor ide, d i b u t y l t i n d i -
chloride and d ibu ty l t i nd i ace t a t e adducts respec t ive ly . These 
adducts show M-N s t re tching frequency at 290 cm"-^  and M-Cl 
bands at 305 cm" . 
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The 1:1 p i p e r a z l n e compound appa ren t ly seems to be 
f ive coordinated but t he p o s s i b i l i t y of the formation of an 
oc t ahedra l polymeric spec ies through l igand b r idg ing ( XIX) 
can a l so be envisaged. 
{ X I X ) 
Acridine adduc t s ; 
Acr td lne e x h i b i t s two prominent abso rp t i on bands a t 
1515 cm"-'- and 1555 cm"^ a t t r i b u t e d to V (C=N) and /\) (C=C) 
s t r e t c h i n g f r equenc i e s . As V(C=C) and V (C=N) appear 
approximately i n the same reg ion of spectrum they could not 
be d i s t i n g u i s h e d . In a l l t h e adducts c o o r d i n a t i o n caused a 
marked i n c r e a s e i n (C=N) and (C=C) s t r e t c h i n g f requenc ies 
(Table 2 ) . These s h i f t s a r e i n agreement with those 
1?V 128 
repor ted for adducts with s i m i l a r donor molecules ' 
The M-Cl abso rp t ion bands a r e s t r onge r and appear a t 
h igher wave numbers as compared to M-N a b s o r p t i o n bands . A 
Weak band a t 290 cm"-^  in a l l adducts has been ass igned to 
V C M - N ) . The M-Cl s t r e tch inp ; f requenc ies for a l l adducts 
have been observed a t 350 cm"-*-. A probable s t r u c t u r e (XX ) 
i's proposed. 
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Pyrrol idine adducts; 
An absorption band at 3968 cm"-^  in the IR spectrum of 
pyrro l id ine i s assignable to V (N-H). Coordination of t i n 
through nitrogen atom of pyrrol idine r e s u l t s in an increase 
in electron density at t i n atom causing a decrease in (N-H) 
s t re tch ing frequencies . 
The spectra of dimethyl t i n d ich lo r ide d i b u t y l t l n 
d ich lor ide and d ibu ty l t l n d i ace ta t e show v(N-H) in the range 
3100 - 3150 cm"-'-. The appearance of only one (M-Gl) band at 
330 cm"-'- i s ind ica t ive of a trans configuration while for a 
e l s octahedral compound two closely associated (M-Cl) bands 
appear In the same region of sp-'ctrum ' . Following the -
c r i t e r i o n of S e a t t l e and coworkers based on the normal 
coordinate analys is , these comnounds may reasonably be 
su'Tgest^d to have a trans octahedral geometry (XXI) 
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\ 1 N:—H 
M 
( X X I ) 
Phenanthrol Ine adducts : 
- 1 The (C=C) and (C^N) abso rp t ion bands a t 1499 cm and 
1415 cm" in phenanthrol ine undergo a s h i f t to h igher wave 
numbers-*-^ aft^^r c h e l a t i o n . A weak band a t 1130 cm" with a 
shoulder a t 876 cm" i s fu r theT weakened. Besides t h i s , t he 
appearance of a new absorp t ion band a t 1150 cm" i s a l so a 
ch a r ac t - ^ r i s t i c of chelation of p h e n a n t h r o l i n e . However, 
t h i s absorp t ion band appears a t 1140 cm" i n the p re sen t case 
In the far i . r . re?^ion the "V (M-N) appeared a t 310 cm""^  whi le 
M-Cl bands a r e observed at 330-350 cm" . 
' V jr 
C U N N = 
( XXI I ) -
^ 
-J 
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2^  2-Blpyridyl adducts; 
The posi t ion of the nitrogen atom in 2, 2-bipyridyl i s 
s imilar to that in phenanthrollne and hence a similar pa t te rn 
of IR spectrum i s observed. The V (C-C) and 'p (C-N) in f ree" 
ligand are shifted to higher wave numbers af te r complexation°' . 
Of a l l the vibrations the bands at 995 cm"-'- and 759 cm"-'- in 
1 ty-i -I o o 
f ree ligand are most s ens i t ive to chelation ' (XXIII) and 
have been found to be shifted to higher wave numbers. The 
f i r s t band has been shifted to 1010 cm"-'- in DMT and 1035 cm""'-
in DBT and IBA chelates while the second one has been observed 
at 760 cm" with increased i n t e n s i t y . 
The far IR region of dimethyl t i n d ichlor ide d ibu ty l -
t i n d ichlor ide and dibutyltln d iace ta te adducts show 1? (M-N) 
a t 290 cra"\ 280 cm""'- and 320 cm""'- and V (M-Cl) a t 300 cm"^ 
and 310 cm" respect ively . 
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Contradiction to the assignment of appropriate confi-
guration In octahedral complexes a r i ses probably due to the 
d i s to r t ion of I t s t rue octahedral environment. Replacement 
of the hallde Ion by an alkyl group would cause more d i s t o r -
t ion . Further, If the alkyl groups attached to t i n are 
different the d i s t o r t i o n would be further enhanced. The con-
f igurat ion proposed so far for the hexa-coordlnated complexes 
of d l a lky l t l n d lchlor ldes generally possess the alkyl groups 
In trans posl t lon-^^. 
In addition to v (Sn-N) and VCSn-Gl), the A^(Sn-C) I s 
also helpful In determining the configuration of SnCg and 
SnC^ moieties in R S^nX and RgSnXg de r iva t ives . I t i s known 
that i f the spectrum i n the region 580-500 cm"-'- exhibi ts two 
Sn-C stretching frequencies symmetric and asymmetric, the 
configuration of SnC_ group Is non planar or that of SnC 
f^roup i s non l inea r . However, i f there i s only one band 
assigned to -V (Sn-C) in the above region, the SnC- group i s 
117 planar or SnC group i s l i nea r . This c r i t e r i o n has been 
further supoorted by x-ray d i f f rac t ion s tud ies . In the 
present case a l l the addition" compounds revealed only one 
Sn-G band In the region 580-500 cm" which confirms that the 
configuration of SnCg group in diorganottn compounds i s 
l i n e a r . 
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For an octahedral compound with b identa te l igands 
l i k e 1,10-phenanthrollne and 2, 2-bipyridyl two types of con-
figurations^^'^'-'•^'^(XXIV) and (XXV) are poss ible . 
y\ 
/ 
/ 
1 
\ . 
( X X I V ) ( X X V ) 
Configuration (XXT) i s ruled out on the bas is of 
occurrence of only one Sn-C band at 525 in both the cases. 
The resultin?^ molecule has a symmetry lower than octahedral 
and s t ruc tu re (XXIV) may therefore, be proposed for phenan-
th ro l ine and 2 ,2b ipy r idy l che la tes . 
On the bas i s of these l imited s tudies i t i s concluded 
that the small l igands, l i k e pyrrol id ine yielded a 1:2 t rans 
octahedral complexes while bulky l igands give a 1:1 t r igonal 
bipyramidal or an octahedrcd complex. 
CHAPTER IV 
KINETICS Am MECHANISM OF SUBSTITUTION OF QI3UTYL-
DICHLOROBISCPYRROLIDINE) TIN(IV) AND DI3UTYL-
DICHL0R0(1,10~PHENANTHR0LINE) TIN(IV) . 
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KINETICS AND; MSCHANISM 0? SUBSTITUTION OF DIBUTYLDICHLOROBIS 
(PYRHOLIDINE)TIN(IV) AND- MBUTYLDIGHLORO 
"(1,lO-PnENANTHROLINE)TIN(IV) 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Mate r i a l s and Method; 
D i b u t y l t i n d i c h l o r i d e (R9SnClr))(Fluk:a, A. G.) p y r r o l i -
'^  "^  .-N 
d i n e (L)(BDH), 1, lO-phenanthro l ine (-! ) (E . Merck) benzoyl -
^N 
c h l o r i d e , ace ty l c h l o r i d e , th iony l c h l o r i d e and n i t robenzene 
(Riedel ) were a l l used as such. Ethanol was d i s t i l l e d over 
KOH. 
Mil l imolar s o l u t i o n s of d i b u t y l d i c h l o r o b i s ( p y r r o l i d i n e ) 
t i n ( IV) and d i b u t y l d i c h l o r o ( 1 , 1 0 - p h e n a n t h r o l i n e ) t i n ( I V ) were 
parepared in n i t robenzene and an i n c r e a s e i n conductance 
was measured as a func t ion of t ime. A p l o t of molar con-
ductance , A- w versus t ime gave a curve and from t h e s lope 
of the l i n e a r p o r t i o n of t he se curves s p e c i f i c r a t e cons tan t 
for s o l v a t i o n K^, was c a l c u l a t e d (XXVI, XXVII). The va lue of 
K for d i b u t y l d i c h l o r o b i s ( p y r r o l i d i n e ) t i n ( I V ) ( 1 . 2 x 10"^ 
s ec~ ) i s s l i g h t l y g r e a t e r than t h a t ob ta ined i n the case 
of d i b u t y l d i c h l o r o ( 1 , lO-phenanthro l ine) t i n ( IV) (1 x 10~3 
sec"-"-). 
Ml l l imolar s o l u t i o n s of the nucl eoph i lps , namely, 
CgH,.COCl, SOCl and CH3COCI were prepared in n i t r o b e n z e n e . 
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Solutions of the nucleophile and those of the complexes were 
mixed separately in three d i f ferent molar r a t i o s . The conduc-
tance of each mixture was measured ( i ) immediately, ( i i ) a f ter 
successive in te rva l s of five minutes for a period of one hour 
and ( i i i ) af ter 24 hours to get the value of/^ oo * The 
increase in conductance was fas ter i n the presence of a nuc-
l eoph i l e than without. The molar conductance, A. w versus time 
curve for subs t i tu t ion (XXVIH,XXIX) was similar to tha t obtained 
for solvation. 
On plot t ing log '^oo/C^oo - ^^M^ against time two 
l i n e a r plots were obtained (XXX" , XXXI ) for d i f fe ren t molar 
r a t i o s indicat ing that both react ions follow f i r s t order 
k ine t i c s . In the subs t i tu t ion react ion by chloride ions two 
mutually in te rsec t ing l i n e a r portions of the graph were 
obtained. The specif ic r a t e constants , Kj. and Ko for stepwise 
replacement of pyrrol id ine and phenanthroline in the complex 
were calculated from the slope of the f i r s t and second l inea r 
port ion of the curves using the method of two mutually i n t e r -
sect ing lines-^^-^»-^^^. 
The integrated equation for ca lcula t ion of 1st order 
r a t e constant i s as follows 
K = ^ _ 2 ^ log (A.^/ /Sx> -/^K ) 
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RESULTS AND; MSCUSSION 
The k i n e t i c study of the complexes were done in n i t r o -
benzene due to the following two reasons - ( i ) s o l u b i l i t y of 
t h e complexes and ( i i ) t he non se l f i o n i z i n g c h a r a c t e r of t h e 
solvent^"^. 
The conductance of mi l l imola r s o l u t i o n of the complexes 
i n n i t robenzene i n c r e a s e with time (XXVI, XXVII). The c a l c u -
l a t e d va lues of the f i r s t o rder r a t e cons t an t , Kg show t h a t 
i t depends upon the o r i g i n a l c o n c e n t r a t i o n of the complex. 
The p a r t i c i p a t i o n of so lvent however, makes i t pseudo f i r s t 
o rde r r e a c t i o n . 
In order to expla in t h e s e r e s u l t s the following r e a c -
t i o n s l e a d i n g to the formation of an ion p a i r involv ing n i t r o -
benzene a r e assumed to take p l ace i n the s o l u t i o n . IXiring 
s o l v a t i o n the r a t e of i n c r e a s e i n m.olar conductance value i n 
the i n i t i a l s t age i s very low (mechanism A & B) which may be 
explained on the b a s i s of the r e a c t i o n ( I , IV) and ( I I I , VI) 
which"genera te ion ic s p e c i e s . 
Kc RgSnClg Lg + 3 ^ ' 'S. 
R2SnCl2 L2 + S ;^  
RgSnClg Lg + CI" -____. 
+ 
FRgSnSGlLg] *• Gl" 
rR2SnSCl2Ll + L 
[RgSnGlgL 1 + L 
( I ) 
( I I ) 
( I I I ) 
( A ) 
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N - , 
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CI. 
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I- CI I Nj-* 
R J 
( V ) 
CI 
Sn 
R 
+ Cl 
( B ) 
R 
CI. I CI 
Sn 
L. CI I ^ N i - * 
) 
- - ( V I ) 
The replacement of the. stronger nucleophlle, the chlor ide 
ion and pyrrolidine or 1,10-phenanthroline by. the solvent, 
(S) i s duR to the mass effect . The addition of pyr ro l id ine 
or 1,10-phenanthroline, hovever, effects react ion ( I I I , VI) 
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SO t h a t t he consumption of c h l o r i d e ion i s suppressed as a 
r e s u l t of which the equi l ibr ium i s sh i f t ed i n backward d i r e c -
t i o n i n r e a c t i o n ( I , IV). Consequently l e s s i o n i c spec ie s 
a r e produced which decrease the r a t e of s o l v a t i o n . As the 
r e a c t i o n s ( I , IV) and ( I I I , VI) a r e f a s t , r e a c t i o n ( I I , and 
V) become the r a t e determining s t e p s . 
The study of the k i n e t i c s of s u b s t i t u t i o n of p y r r o l i -
d i n e and 1 ,10-phenanthrol ine in [RgSnClg-LgJ , [RgSnClg'.. )J 
by c h l o r i d e ions generated by n u c l e o p h l l i c r eagen t s provides 
interest ing; ; d a t a . The following mechanisms (C,D) a re 
proposed for the s u b s t i t u t i o n r e a c t i o n . 
S u b s t i t u t i o n mechanism (SN*) i n R2SnCl2L2 
R 
L-
«- R" 
R 
CI-
R' 
'Sn L 
CI 
( X 
'^r 
R 
L R 
X 
L + 
R 
^ C l 
:Sn CI 
CI J 
.Sn. 
( V I I ) 
CI -Sn. 
R 
( IX ) 
C l l 
L 
'CI -J 
cn 
ci 
+ L 
R 
CI' 
• R" 
CI 
:Sn 
\ 
CI 
L 
N J 
(VIII) 
RCl = R* + C f 
R* = CftHjCO^CH^CO^SOCl* 
( C ) 
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The react ion of chlor ide ion with [RgSnClg'^ '. )J 
complex may follow two paths'^ . 
(a) The f i r s t order d i s soc ia t ion of 1,lO-phenanthroline 
from the complex followed by rapid addit ion of chloride ion. 
(b) The second path i s a second order react ion with 
d i r e c t chloride ion at tack followed by rauid addit ion of an-
other chloride ion. 
However, in the present case i t has been found to 
follow f i r s t order (SN-j_) react ion for which the proposed 
mechanism i s as under: 
.N 
Subst i tu t ion mechanism (SN,) in [RpSnClrt )] 
R 
cr 
CI 
Cl' 
N J 
R 
( X I ) 
Cl 
R 
R-
( XV ) 
CL 
L Cl-
—12 
•Cl 
^Cl J 
Cl 
I X I I ) 
.Sn 
R 
(XIV) 
( D ) 
rci 
L-cr 
R 
I 
Sn 
I 
R 
Cl 
T - I 
•Cl 
( X I I I ) 
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The r a t e of Increase in conductance during s u b s t i -
tu t ion indicates that the chloride ion i s a stronger nucleo-
phi le than pyrrol idine, 1, lO-phenanthroline and nitrobenzene. 
The replacement of the base molecule (L) or the breaking of 
one of the two bonds in 1,10-phenanthroline complex by the 
chlor ide ion resu l t ing in the formation of rL-R2SnCl3"|" and 
[RgSnCl^J as f inal product, indica tes an increase in molar 
conductance of the solution" as a function of time which 
a t t a i n s a maximum value of conductance a f te r 24 hours. The 
pathway shown, however, involves a t r igonal bipyramidal i n t e r -
mediate-^^^"-'-'^^. The d i s soc ia t ion of [L-R2SnCl3] or 
rRSnClo', ' )T in step (VIII, XIII) seems to be fas te r than 
the corresponding d i s soc ia t ion in step (VII, XII) because of 
the negative charge on the former which a s s i s t s the breaking 
of t in- l igand bond. However, an equilibrium point i s a t ta ined 
a f te r 24 hours. From the calculat ion(Table-3)of specif ic 
r a t e constant, K-j_ and K^  i t has been found that i t i s inde-
pendent of the concentration as well as the molar r a t i o s . 
The d i s soc ia t ion of pyrrol id ine (L) or phenanthroline 
_.N 
('.', ) in step-(VII, XII) and (IX, XIII) are slow processes 
N 
and hence i t i s the r a t e determining s tep . The f i r s t order 
p lots (XXXI, XXXil) consis t of two intersectins^, s t r a i g h t 
l i n e s su^t^esting that there are two d i f fe ren t r a t e determining 
s teps , the f i r s t step corrpsponds to the reac t ion (VII, XII) 
and the second for react ion (IX, XI I I ) . 
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From this study it has been concluded that the rate 
of substitution is faster than the rate of solvation. Both 
the reactions follow SN]_ mechanism and the nucleophilic 
reagents may be arranged in decreasing order of their rate 
constants, K-, and K • 
SOClg) CgHgCOCl > CH3COCI. 
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Table - 3 
Rate Constant for Subst i tu t ion of Base Molecule by Chloride 
Ion in the Complexes 
Complex : N u c l e o p h i l i c 
r e a g e n t 
RgSnClgLg : SOClg 
RgSnClgLg : CgHgCOCl 
RgSnClgLg : CH^COCl 
N 
R^SnCl^: ) : SOGl^ 
^ 2 -fj ^ 
'22 :^^ 12^ V = ^6«5^^^1 
RpSnCl-C ) : CII^COCl 
2 N^ 3 
R a t i o ' 
1 :1 
1:2 
l : l a r g e 
1:1 
1:2 
l : l a r g e 
1:1 
1:2 
l : l a r g e 
1:1 
1:2 
1 : l a r g e 
1:1 
1:2 
l : l a r g e 
1:1 
1:2 
l : l a r g e 
K^xlO-2 
s e c " ^ 
2 . 8 
2 . 7 
2 . 8 
2 . 3 
2 . 3 
2 . 5 
1.4 
1.3 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1 .1 
1 .1 
1 .1 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
KcXlO*"^ 
'^  - 1 
s e c -^  
7 . 2 
7 . 2 
7 . 1 
5 .0 
4 . 9 
5 .0 
3 . 9 
3 . 8 
3 . 9 
2 . 3 
2 . 3 
2 . 3 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1. 2 
i . 2 
1.2 
CHAPTER V 
STRUCTURAL AND BIOCIDAL STUDIES ON SOME D I -
AND TRIORGANOTIN(IV) DITHIOCAHBAMATES 
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STRUCTURAL AND BIOCIDAL STUDIES ON SOME DI- AM) TRIORGANOTIN(IV) 
DITHIOCARBAMATES 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Mate r i a l and methods; 
Tetramethylene d i th ioca rbamate (TMdtc), (B.D.H.) m.p. = 
150°C, 5-aminoindazole ( 5 - I n d z ) , m.p. = 175°C,o<-naphthylamine 
(o<-naph . ) , m.p. = 50°C, / i -naphthylamine ( p - n a p h . ) , m.p. = 
110°C (Koch Light ) and p l p e r a z i n e (Pz) , (E. Merck) m.p. = 
104 C, carbon d i s u l p h i d e (B.D.H.) , d i m e t h y l t l n d i c h l o r i d e 
(DMT), d i b u t y l t l n d i c h l o r i d e (D-BT), t r i m e t h y l t l n c h l o r i d e (TMT), 
t r i b u t y l t i n c h l o r i d e (TBT), t r i p h e n y l t i n c h l o r i d e (TPT)(E. Merck) 
Were used as such. 
P r e p a r a t i o n of the complexes; 
There a r e tw) wellknown methods for t h e s y n t h e s i s of 
a d i th ioca rbamate d e r i v a t i v e : 
(a) by inse r t ion react ion (A) or 
(b) by replacement react ion (B) 
However, in the present work a l l a lkyl t in(IV) d i t h l o -
carbamates were synthesized by the f i r s t method except for 
ammonium tetramethylene dithiocarbamate complexes, by mixing 
N - H 
R2SnCl2 
+ CS2+ OR 
H 
I 
H-N Tto 
R j S n C l 
N 
I 
H 
H R H 
R 
H-N ; N - H 
\ / H-N N-
R 
R 
U) 
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H j C — C H j R .. - H2C-CH2 
.CH2 R2SnCl2 
/ 
N—CC^^C® NH4 + 
N 
R H2C--CH2 
R 
M:L:CSp in 1:2:2 or 1:1:1 r a t i o s . The reac t ion mixture was 
vigorously s t i r r ed at room temperature and allowed to stand 
for f i f teen days when a solid compoiand was obtained. 
Toxic effect; 
In order to inves t iga te the tox ic i ty of individual d i -
thiocarbamate experiments were carr ied out on f ish . Specimens 
of Heteropneustes f o s s i l i s measuring 10-15 cm were acclimated 
to laboratory aquaria for 48 hours before the experiment. A 
stock solution containing 0 .1 g of ammonium tetramethylene 
dithiocarbamate was prepared in 3ml of ethylalcohol and was 
made up to 100ml with water. A set of four j a r s were taken 
for four d i f ferent concentration of the l igands and one for 
the control . Specimens were exposed to each concentrat ion 
(1 ppm, 3 ppm, 5 ppm and 7 ppm) by taking equal numbers of 
individuals (4 fish) i n equivalent volume of water (2 l i t r e s ) . 
Media of a l l experimental ja rs were renewed da i ly . During 
the period of exposure the fish were observed for an abnormali' 
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and the number of individuals k i l led in 96 hours was recorded. 
The dead specimens were removed immediately from the t e s t 
containers . After 96 hours i t was found that none of the 
fish died in the jar containing 1 ppm solution while 100'^ 
mortal i ty was recorded in the solut ion containing 3 ppm of 
the compound. This indica tes that the mortali ty range of the 
dithiocarbamate l i e s between 1 ppm to 3 ppm. This experiment 
was repeated and the fish were exposed to a narrow concentra-
t ion ran";e of the dithiocarbamate s t a r t i ng from 1.5, 1,8, 2,1 
and 2,4 ppm and the % k i l l value was recorded. 
For further inves t iga t ion of the toxic i ty of the di thio-
carbamate and their corresponding complexes a ser ies of experi-
ments were carried out on house f l i e s (Musca Domestica nobulo), 
Specimens were exposed to four d i f fe ren t concentrations of 
dithiocarbamate (COS"^ to ,2%) mixed with a pa la tab le base. 
The control set was also run simultaneously by taking equal 
number of individuals (10 f l i e s ) . Their percent mortal i ty 
values Were obtained af te r 24 hours. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
All the complexes a r e f a i r l y s t a b l e a t room tempera-
t u r e and decompose between 115 - 360 C. The molar conductance 
va lue ( 0 . 2 x lO-^ - 1.9 x 10"^ Ohm"^ cm^ mole""'-) of t h e i r 
mi l l imo la r s o l u t i o n in n i t romethane or n i t r obenzene i n d i c a t e 
them to be covalent (Table - 4 ) . 
IR s p e c t r a ; 
A broad band a t 3410 cm""'-, 3460 cm'-'- and 3350 cm"-*- i n 
o<-naphthylamine-, j i -naph thy lamine- , 5 -aminoindazo ly l - and 
p i p e r a z i n e d i t h ioca rbama te has been assigned to V (N-H). The 
(N-H) deformation band has been found to appear a t 1640 cm~^ 
i n a l l c a s e s . There i s , however, no change in t h e (N-H) 
s t r e t c h i n g frequency on pass ing from the f r e e l igand spectrum 
to those of the complexes (Table - 5 ) . This suppor t s t he non-
involvempnt of t he (N-H) group i n the c o o r d i n a t i o n with t h e 
metal i o n s . 
The d i s t i n c t i o n between a symmetr ical ly and an unsym-
m e t r i c a l l y -bound d i th iocarbamate group i s c l e a r l y based on 
t h e C-S s t r e t c h i n g frequency. A symmetrical ly bound d i t h i o -
carbamato ?roun e x h i b i t s only one band around 1000 cm" whi le 
s D l l t t i n g of t h i s hand i n 1000 j;; 70 cm"^ i n d i c a t e s the p r e -
sence of an unsymmetrical dithiocarbamate^^^"'^'^'-'-^ "^  . 
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T a b l e - 5 
IR s p e c t r a o f t h e complexes and t h e i r a s s i g n m e n t s 
Complexes V (C- -s) 1; (c- •N) 1) (M- -S) 
D>fT(TMdtc) 
2 
DBT(TMdtc) 
2 
TBT(TMdtc) 
TMT(TMdtc) 
TPT(TMdtc) 
DMTCS-Indzdtc)^ 
D B T ( 5 - I n d z d t c ) p 
T B T ( 5 - I n d z d t c ) 
TMT(5- Indzd tc ) 
T P T ( 5 - I n d z d t c ) 
TBT(o<-Naphdtc) 
TMT(o<-Naphdtc) 
TPT(/ i -Naphdtc) 
TMT(/B-Naphdtc) 
DBTC/S-Naphdtc)^ 
TBT(Pzdtc) 
TMT(Pzdtc) 
TPT(Pzd tc ) 
1000 ( s ) 
1000 ( s ) 
1000 ( s ) 
1015 ( s ) 
1020 ( s ) 
996 ( s ) 
999 ( s ) 
1000 ( s ) 
1000 ( s ) 
1025 ( s ) 
1000 ( s ) 
1010 ( s ) 
999 ( s ) 
1005 ( s ) 
1010 ( s ) 
1005 ( s ) 
1010 ( s ) 
1025 ( s ) 
1440 ( s ) 
1450 ( s ) 
1460 ( s ) 
1450 ( s ) 
1451 ( s ) 
1465 ( s ) 
1460 ( s ) 
1480 ( s ) 
1465 ( s ) 
1480 ( s ) 
1495 ( s ) 
1485 ( s ) 
1480 ( s ) 
1460 ( s ) 
1450 ( s ) 
1460 ( s ) 
1475 ( s ) 
1460 ( s ) 
385 (ra) 
390 (m) 
385 (m) 
385 (m) 
395 (in) 
390 (ro) 
385 (m) 
390 (m) 
395 (m) 
380 (m) 
375 (m) 
380 (m) 
385 (ra) 
375 (m) 
395 (in) 
380 (m) 
390 (m) 
395 (m) 
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A single C-S band in 1000 - 1025 cm"-'- range in the p re -
sent case suggests a symmetrical coordination of the d l th ioca r -
bamate moiety. The dithiocarbamates containing heterocyclic 
systems have l e s s tendency to re lease electrons to the (C = N) 
double bond af te r complexation as a consequence of which the 
(C-N) s t re tching frequency i s lowered. The lowering of a^(C—-N) 
as well as of o'CO'-^—S) i s sens i t ive to the nature of the subs-
t i t u e n t on the nitrogen atom-^''^'^ ,141^ j^^ d ialkyl d i th locarba-
mate t h i s band appears at higher wave number than in the cor res -
ponding dithiocarbamate containing heterocyclic ring-'-^^. I t i s , 
because in dialkyl dithiocarbamate there i s a pull of electrons 
towards CSg group through nitrogen atom while in heterocycl ic 
systems the de local iza t ion of electrons minimises the e lectronic 
sh i f t towards nitrogen atom. We have observed the v(C-N) a t 
1440-1480 cm"^ which i s interme<31ate between carbon ni trogen 
double bond (1690-1640 cm" ) and carbon nitrogen s ingle bond 
(1360-1250 cm"-'-) showing a p a r t i a l double bond character . 
The far IH region (650 - 200 cm""'-) i s very important as 
the metal halogen and metal ligand (M-L) s t re tching frequencies 
appear in t h i s region. The metal sulphur s t re tching frequency 
l i e s in the range 376-395 cm~^ which are absent in f ree l igands . 
I t i s wellknown fact that the diorganotins are l e s s toxic 
than t r io rgano t ins . This toxic i ty has been found to increase 
manyfold when one or more coordination bonds are formed with 
o 
o 
X 
e 
o. 
c 
c 
o 
« a ^ 
c 
u 
c 
o 
o 
cr» 
o 
9 
7 
4 
3 
- Probit kill curve , (C) lTMdtc) on fish 
21 
Probit kill curve (A) 5-lndzdtc 
I B I DMT(5- Indzdtc) 
( A ) 
U X X I I ) I 
2.4 
2.3 
2.2 
(xxxiin 
I 
3.0 3.5 4 .0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Probits 
6.0 6.5 7.0 
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t i n atoms. Unlike the conventional pes t ic ides , organotins 
are very se l ec t ive . Since they do not leave any toxic residue 
they need not be degraded to harmless compounds. Organotins 
have antifeedant propert ies and normally make fol iage unpala-
t a b l e . The t r iorganot in halides and-aeetates have been used 
in preventing the damage of potato tuber, tomato, sugarbeet and 
cottonleaf from various insects and moths•^^. The t r iorgano-
t l n s used against l a rvae in a concentration range of 0 .1 g -
0.5 g / l i t r e i s f a t a l . In the present case the experiments on 
houseflies have shown that the l e t h a l concentration range 
(O . l t - 0.2^) of d i - and t r iorganot in dlthiocarbamates i s lower 
than that mentioned above, 
A plot of ^ mortal i ty versus concentration i n ppm was 
made to give a sigmoid curve. For obtaining LB^Q value the da ta 
per ta ining to percentage k i l l were transformed in to probi ts 
which were plotted against concentration (XXXII ), A perpen-
dicular drawn from a value of probit 5 yields the value of LUgo* 
Probits were also derived from the following equation : 
Y = a_ + bx 
where Y = probit k i l l 
a = constant 
b = slope -
x = dosage/concentration 
o 
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Y - Y 
Empirically b = - ^ _1 
or 
^ 2 - \ 
a = Y-j^  - bx-j^ 
= Yg - bXg 
I t i s evident from LDj.-, that the individual d i th ioca r -
bamates were l e s s toxic (Table - 6) than t he i r corresponding 
organotin complexes. I t i s , therefore, concluded that the 
organotins increase the toxic i ty of the dithiocarbamate and the 
order of decrease in toxic i ty of the i r complexes i s as follows: 
TMdtc> Pzdtc >c<-Naph.dtc J> 5-Amino.dtc 
From (XXXIII) i t can be seen tha t the LC^Q value in terms 
of toxic i ty for the f ish i s 1.6 ppm which i s s l igh t ly greater 
than the value obtained for f l i e s (XXXIV) The fish were found 
to bleed through pelvic fins and they also discharged excess 
of mucus as a protect ion against the toxic effect of the d i th io -
carbamate. From LCcn value i t has been found that the compound 
ou 
i s appreciably toxic to k i l l the fish even if administered in 
milligram quant i ty . 
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CHAPTER VI 
CHARACTERIZATION AND TOXICITY OF ORGANOTIN(IV) HALIDE 
COMPLEXES OF CYCLOHEXANONE SPIROTHIAZOLIDINONE 
AND 3-AMINORHODANINE. 
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CHARACTERIZATION AND TOXICITY 0? 0RG7lN0TIN( IV) HAL IDE COMPLEXES 
OF CYCLOHEXANONE SPIROTHIAZOLIDINONE AND 3-AMINORHODANINE 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Mate r i a l and methods; 
Hydrazine hydra t e , raercaptoacetlc acid (Fluka A.G.) 
carbon d l s u l p h i d e (Ana la r ) , monochloroacet lc acid (Eastman 
Kodak) ammonium ca rbona te , cyclohexanone, benzene (BM), d i -
methyl t i n d i c h l o r i d e (DMT), d i b u t y l t i n d i c h l o r i d e (DBT), 
t r i r a e t h y l t i n c h l o r i d e (TMT), t r i b u t y l t i n c h l o r i d e (TBT) and 
t r i p h e n y l t i n - c h l o r i d e (TPT) (E. Merck) were used as such. 
The IR s p e c t r a (600 - 4000 cm""'-) were recorded on a 
Pe rk in Elmer 6^1 spect rophotometer as KBr d i s c and (200 - 600 
cm-1) as nujol mul l . Conduct iv i ty measurements were done 
on a S y s t r o n i c s c o n d u c t i v i t y b r i d g e type - 302. 
Syn thes i s of Cyclohexanone S p i r o t h i a z o l i d i n o n e ; 
Cyclohexanone (0 .05 mol) , mercaptoace t ic acid (0.14 mol) 
and ammonium ca rbona te (0 .15 mol) taken i n dry benzene were 
ref luxed for s i x t y hours . After the completion of t h e r e a c t i o n , 
t h e benzene s o l u t i o n was washed t h r i c e with water then with IM 
NaOH and again with water . The r e s u l t i n g s o l u t i o n was d r i ed 
over anhydrous sodium s u l p h a t e . The so lven t was removed under 
reduced p r e s s u r e . 
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fur ther experiments could not be done on f i sh . 
Experiments were also done on cockroaches to see the 
tox ic i ty of the ligand and thei r complexes with di-and t r i -
organotin(IV) ha l ides . Five se t s of exppriment were done simul-
taneously. The cockroaches were fed on the ligand and the 
complexes mixed in a pala table base in the concentration range 
of 1-5 ppm. Their 'i mortal i ty was recorded af ter 96 hours. 
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Syntheses of 3~Amlnorhodanlne; 
Hydrazine hydrate (1 mol) in methanol was treated with 
carbon disulphide (0.1 mol) in d ie thyl ether to get d i t h i o -
carbonic acid monohydrazide hydrazine s a l t by continuous 
s t i r r i n g . I t was further treated with 0.1 mol of aqueous 
monochloroacetic acid to yield 3-aminorhodanine. The solid 
was f i l t e red and washed with water and dried in vacuo. ^ 
Preparation of the complexes; 
Cyclohexanone splrothiazol idinone (XXXV ) and 3-amino-
rhodanine (XXXVI.) dissolved in 20ml alcohol Were mixed with 
RgSnClg and R3SnCl in 1:2 and 1:1 molar r a t i o s respect ively . 
The resu l t ing compounds were f i l t e r e d , washed with alcohol 
and dried in vacuo. 
Toxicity; 
To examine the toxic i ty of the compounds a stock solu-
tion containing 0. Ig of the l igands was prepared in 100ml of 
water. Four sets of fish were taken along with the control . 
Six fish in each set were exposed to the solut ion in concentra-
t ion range of Ippm to 7ppm, The media were renewed af te r every 
twenty-four hours. The fish were found to discharge an excess 
of mucus durinc: th i s treatment probably in order to prevent 
damar^e from the compounds. I t probably i n h i b i t s the prote in 
syntheses in the body. The 'i mortal i ty was recorded af ter 96 
hours. As a l l the organotln complexes were water Insoluble 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The syntheses of the complexes invo lves the fol lowing 
r e a c t i o n : 
•f 
R2SnCl2 
O R 
R3 SnC l 
R 
+ 2-HCI 
+ HCl 
( X X X V ) 
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s^ _ R 
. ^ ^ \ 
0=C N - N ^ I ^ S ^ < - \ /CH2 
H R 
H2NN C =0 
I I + OR 
R2SnCl2 / 
CH, \ ^^^Cl 
S ^ ^ S RsSnCl ^ H R \ 
0 = 9 N_N I 
! I ^Sn-R 
R 
(XXXVI) 
The molar conductance of 10""% solut ion of the complexes 
in nitromethane or nitrobenzene sus^f^ests that they are covalent 
(Table - 7 ) . Apparently cyclohexanone spirothiazol idinone and 
3-amlnorhodanine molecules have three ac t ive coordination s i t e s 
namely, the nitrogen, oarbonyl group or sulphur. However, i t 
has been reported^"^^ that for s t e r i c reasons and weak bonding 
a b i l i t y of oxygen in carbbnyl group, a l l the three s i t e s can 
not simultaneously be involved in coordination. 
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IR Spectrum of Gycloliexaaone S p l r o t h i a z o l i d l n o n e GomDlexes: 
The (N-H) s t r e t c h i n g frequency a t 3400 cm~-^  i n the 
l i gand does not appear in the complexes show'.ng the r e p l a c e -
ment of aminohydrogen by t i n atom. Thei;(C-N) i s n e g l i g i b l y 
enhanced on compl exa t ion , which i s due to the e l e c t r o n i c s h i f t 
towards t i n through n i t r ogen •" (Tab le -8 ) . The p e r s i s t e n t 
appearance of V (C=0) a t 1710 cm"-'- i n both the l igand and the 
complexes r u l e s out the involvement of carbonyl oxygen i n co -
o r d i n a t i o n . In a d d i t i o n , a band has a l s o been found to appear 
cons t an t ly a t 1660 cm" i n t h e l igand as well as i n the complexes 
which i s probably due to the (Coupling of V (C-0) with V(G-N). 
Such coupl ing has been observed in ureas^^j®^?^'^ and t h e i r d e r i -
v a t i v e s which appears to be analogous to t h i a z o l i d i n o n e s . 
IR Spectrumjpf 3-Aminorhodanine Complexes: 
The IR spectrum of 3-aminorhodanlne shows (N-H) s t r e t c h i n g 
frequency a t 3320 cm" which i s sh i f t ed to lower wave number a f t e r 
complexation (Table-9) showing c o o r d i n a t i o n through n i t r o g e n 
atom. The ^ C'^ ^O). in both the l igand and the complexes remains 
u n a l t e r e d r u l i n g out thp p o s s i b i l i t y of c o o r d i n a t i o n through c a r -
bonyl group. The thioamide group (H-N-C=S) genera l ly gives "'^'^ 
four thioamide bands . These bands have confcribu.tions from <S(C-N) + 
6(N-H), v(C=S +VG=N) H £(G-II), S(G-N) +V(G-S) and-pCG-S) a s 
repor ted for 2-mercaptoquinazole-4 ones . I f t he c o o r d i n a t i o n 
occu r s through the sulphur atom a l l the th ioamide bands except 
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the I band sh i f t s to lower wave numbers. In the present case 
the V (C=S) mixed vibrat ional frequency a t 1080 cm"-^  i s dec-
reased to some extent due to the formation of t in-sulphur bond. 
The lowering of th i s frequency may be a t t r ibu ted to the reduced 
double bond character of the (C-S) l inkage. The band around 
780 cra"-^  i s considered to correspond to the 731 cm"-^  band in 
2-thiourea and i s assigned to the thloamlde band (IV). 
In the far IR region a strong band in 580 - 555 cm"" 
ranr^e i s due to (Sn-C) asymmetric s t re tch ing^ v ibra t ions . 
However, the corresponding bands due to symmetric s t re tching 
151 
could not be detected in diorganotin(IV) hal ide . I t may, 
therefore , be assumed that in these complexes the two alkyl 
groups attached to t in occupy trans posi t ion which i s qui te 
reasonable. The (Sn-N) band in a l l the complexes are observed 
in 420 - 440 cm"-^  range while tha t of (Sn-S) i s observed at 
370 - 340 cm""-^ . I t i s c lear from these s tudies that of a l l 
the s i t e s only the nitrogen i s coordinated to t i n atom i n 
cyclohexanone spirothiazol idinone while in 3-aminorhodanine 
the nitrogen as well as the sulphur atom are coordinated to 
the t i n atom. 
The compounds containing sulphur are more toxic than 
organotins themselves but the i r mammalian toxic i ty i s too 
152 low . The studies on r a t s have established an acute oral 
Li>5Q o-f 2630 mg/kg and an acute dermal LD^Q of 1000 mg/kg. 
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T a b l e - 8 
IR S p e c t r a of t h e Ligand and Complexes and t h e i r Ass ignment 
Compounds a)(N-H) 'p'CC-N) ^ ( C = 0 ) i^ (Sn-N) 
CST 3400 (s) 
1230 (w) 1710 ( s ) 
1350 (w) 1660 ( s ) 
DMT (CST), 
DBT (CST)2 
TMT (CST) 
TPT (CST) 
TBT (CST) 
1245 ( s ) 
1375 ( s ) 
1245 ( s ) 
1375 ( s ) 
1265 ( s ) 
1380 (s ) 
1260 ( s ) 
1380 ( s ) 
1265 ( s ) 
1380 ( s ) 
1650 ( s , b ) 
1700 ( v , b ) 
1655 ( s ) 
1700 ( s , b ) 
1660 ( s ) 
1710 ( s ) 
1660 ( s ) 
1710 ( s ) 
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1710 ( s ) 
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Table - 10 
t Mortality Data of Cyclohexanone spirothiazol idinone and 
3-Aminorhodanine on f ish 
L i gand s 
CST 
(ARh) 
Concen-
t r a t i o n 
in ppm 
1 
3 
5 
7 
1 
3 
5 
7 
Log oon-
c e n t r a -
t i o n i n 
ppm X 100 
2.00 
2.47 
2.69 
2.84 
2.00 
2,47 
2.69 
2.84 
M o r t a l i t y 
20.0 
33.3 
50.0 
80 .0 
33. 3 
50 .0 
7 0 . 0 
80 .0 
Prob l t 
va lues 
4.1584 
4.5684 
5.0000 
5.8416 
4.5684 
5.0000 
5. 5244 
5.8416 
^^50 
4 .89 
2.23 
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Table - 11 
% Mortali ty data of Cyclohexanone Spirothiazolidinone and 
3-Amlnorhodanine on Cockroach 
Ligand /Complex 
CST/DMT, TMT 
ARh/DMT, TMT 
C o n c e n t r a -
t i o n i n 
ppm 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2. 
3 
4 
5 
Log c o n c e n -
t r a t i o n i n 
ppm X 100 
2 
2 . 3 0 
2 .47 
2 . 6 0 
2 .69 
2 
2 . 3 0 
2 .47 
2 .60 
2 .69 
i 
Mortality 
20/20,33.3 
33.3/33.3,40 
40/50,60 
50/70,70 
80/80,90 
20/33.3,33.3 
33.3/40,50 
50/60,70 
70/80,80 
90/90,99.9 
^^50 
3.16/2.51 
1.99 
2.51/1.99 
1.77 
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1 
8 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
21-
Probit kill curve (F) DMT CCST ) 
on cockroach 
(XXXVin 
Probit kill curve (GKCST) 
on cockroach 
UXXVIIl) 
Probit kill curve (H) (CST), 
( I ) lARh)on fish 
(XXXIX) 
'. I L 
3.0 3.5 4.0 . 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Probits 
6.0 6.5 7.0 
o 
o 
a . 
o 
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<u 
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c 
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O 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
Probit kill curve (J) TMT(ARh) 
'_ on cockroach 
-
^J^^--^^^^ 
^ ^ 
( X X X X ) ] 
: Probit kill curve ( D T M T (CST) 
I on cockroach 
^ { ^ - ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
( X X X X I ) [ 
: Probit kill curve (LKDMT) 
I on cockroach 
-
^J^^^^'^ 
^ 
( X X X X I I ) [ 
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Probits 
6.0 6.5 7.0 
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Wild l i f e s tudies have shown that the acute oral LB5Q in 
millard ducks and ringnecked pheasants i s greater than 2000 
mg/kg body weight. Median tolerance l i m i t , TL50 af ter 96 
hours exposure for b lueg i l l flathead minnow and rainbowtrout 
were 0.0048, 0.0019 and 0.0017 ppm respec t ive ly . 
To ca lcu la te LCgQ, LDtgo foi* ^'^sb. and cockroach the 
't mortal i ty was plotted against concentration in ppm to get 
a sigmoid curve. Since i t was not a s t r a igh t l i n e the slopes 
a t d i f ferent points did not yield the same value. For obtaining 
LC50, LDgQ the data pertaining to percentage mortal i ty were 
transformed into probi ts (Table 10, 11) which were plotted 
against log concentration in ppm x 100 (XXXVII,XXXVIII,XXXIX) 
and a perpendicular was drawn from a vsilue of probit 5 equi-
valent to 50^ morta l i ty . 
I t i s evident from our experiments on fish and cock-
roaches that di-and tr iorganotin(IV) Comdexes of 3-amino-
rhodanine are more toxic (XXXX, XXXXI, XXXXII ) than those 
of cyclohexanone spirothiazol idinone. 
REFERENCES 
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